SUBSCRIPTION PRIOR.
IP PAID IN ADVANCR,

$2.00

PER

AijimUamtnts.
OLD RELIABLE

THE

Hancock] County Savings Bank,
■ANIZED MARCH

17, 1873,

regular serimnual dividends amounting to
.....
Surplus above all liilities
Loans only on unqutioimhle security (not names alone).
N. B. Coolido t li esident,
C. C. BrKRiLi.Jeasnrer,

l

C. W. &

L.

FIRST

John F. Whitcomb, vice-president,
F. C. Burbill, assistant treasurer.

INSURANCE

MASI

BLDG.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

BANK

NAf’L

ThfcQEO.

GRANT

H.

CO..

General llsurance and Real Estate.
ELL8%TH
LONG

and

HAKBOK, ME.

BAH

DISTANd TELEPHONE.

We close

Saturdays at l o'clock

O. W. T\PLEY, insurance

We represent sueof all kinds.
companies as the following hna,” “Hartford,” “National,” •■Royal,” “Western,” "Commercial Union,” “New York UndAiters,” "Hamburg-Bremen,” “Norwich,” "Manchester,” "Mercantile,” and "Williamsburg L.” They are the largest companies and write at the lowest
rates. Give us a call.

ELLSWORTH.

JBAXUIUILPING,

THE WRONGM fAY
a little baikjj
baA Winnie

If you have

liaiooks

with shies open and
with a screw, you
stand
reach your savings at all hies,
and the result is that Us nipt ion

c:Ji

along and your littl regradually disappears.!

comes
serve

THE
RIGHT W\Y
I)e)M)sit a dollar with us limpet
a strong Home Hank and
Book.
You cannot see
savings until brought to
bank, as we keep the key,
you will be surprised with £
amount that will
a

All of

Lost—Key*.

YVe

just-

dispose
olhese goods

of

will

he

a

this

Surry,

dance

in

evening.

will

orchestra.

George P. Woodward has been In town
days. Wnile here he took the last
of hi** Knight Templar degrees.
Tbe ladies’ circle of the Methodist
will

meet

Mrs.

at

William

T.

China & Jaian Tea Co.
M,

&

E.

E.

lVIS,

Managers.

mil

I wish to call the attention of the
to the
opened a new market in the Campbck True
and that I have stocked it with a lariine of
class goods.

MEATS, GROCERIES, PROVISOS

fact that I hav»* 1u»t
building on the bridge,
new and strictly flrst-

AND CANNED

GOODS'

The goods are the l>est that can be bo t and will be sold as low as
is consistent with Arst-class goods,
oember, this is a strictly cash
market.

your teeth and allow
to
ache or
them
break down|; they
may cause youtace to swell and become very
sore; then it is o late to save them.
Call for coi iltation .before going elsewhere.

Don’t

?

be’a

will

FULL SET, $7.

Manager 111 Isworth

FURNITURE
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Dental

social

dance

in Odd

--AT-

his

life

AMUSEMENT NOTES.
“THE MISSOURI GIRL.”
Hermanns Bleecker hall was crowded
with two audiences that greatly enjoyed
the delightful presentation of “The Mia*’
Bonri Girl,” a bright and dainty comedy,

pure as new mown hay on an August
day. From the rise of the curtain on the
opening scene, showing the rural home oil
Daisy Ur abb In typical southwestern
Missouri, with the Ozark mountains looming up in the distance, through the four
acts to the sunset in the closing scene, the
aa

weather, will be

4At the regular monthly meeting of the

Dr. Abby M. Fultou has closed her resiMtiDBet, and la in the city for a
few weeks before going South for the rest
of the winter.
dence at

Tripp, McCarthy, Hooper and Austin were
Charles M. WItbam & Son have compresent.
the cutting of their supply of
The rolls of accounts were read and
ice. The 1ce is in good shape this winter,!
as follow*:
passed
tbare being from eighteen to twenty-four I
STREET COMMISSIONER'S ROLL.
!
inches of clear ice. They will fill several
$72 50
Highways.
private houses besides their own at the U« ai proprlated money fund..
91 10
Falls and in the city proper.
6 00
Rockcrusnlng.
85 88
At the regular meeting of the Senator Sidewalks.
Hale hose company held Monday evening
$255
Total,

j

J

Arthur Frazier

elected Hteward to

was

till

by the death of John
F.
Newman, jr resigned.
Brady and Edward F. Doyle

G.

Brady.
Edward F.
elected

were

members

to

till two

TEACHERS*

coapier

Total,

*438 8

va-

eiecteci

VV. H.
follows:
Diesser, E. H. P.; L. H. Cushman, K.; J.
H. Brimmer, S.; A. W. Greely, treasurer:
J. E. Parsons, secretary; H. C. Jordan, C.
of H.; A. L. Wit ham, P. 3 ; C. K. Burrill.
R. A. C.; M. S. Smith, E. E. Rowe, H. L.
Moore, finance,committee.

The county
bard at

work

a

commissioners
on

of

fellow-student

L*st Thursday evening

their

which will be in the hands

are

BOLL

still

in

a

Yer.r

was

watched

of

the supreme court

New Hot
Water Bottles

Parlors.
in from the best
manufacturers.
Every one of
lot

fresh

just

dependable rubber

and

may be relied on to outlast
several of the ordinary sort.
Our guarantee backs each

quality

of the

Wiggin
Co.nrr

opp

goods.

& Moore
the

At

a

School sup,

School,

escape.
recent

Postoffice.

Rev. David Kerr, of the Baptist church,
who has been holding religious services
at Trenton almost every Suuday for the
past year, was agreeably surprised at receiving a New Year gift from the members of his congregation in that town in
the

shape of groceries,
The

gift
money.
Mr. Kerr and wife and

appreciation
ton the

past

farm

came

felt

as

was a

for his

a

High school,
Fire

dept,

Text

book,

Supt schools,

produce and Contingent,
surprise to

token of the

efforts iu Tren-

season.

made to the trav-

eling libraries which the Associated Charities are sending to the outlying districts.
Some literature has been received, but the
demand is greatly in excess of the supply,
and all people having magazines which
they will contribute, will confer a favor

by leaving them at the reading-room.
George H. Parsons died at the home of
his daughter, Mrs. A. W. King, Monday,
aged seventy years, three months and

Levi W Bennett,
C J Treworgy,
P A Richardson,
J P Eldrldge,
Han Co Pub Co,
Stratton A Wescott,
C I Welch,
J P Eldrldge,
A W Curtis,

K J Davis,
II Joy,
Stratton & Wescott,
1) Appleton A Co,
Benj II Sanborn A Co,
G B Stuart,
Hr H W Osgood,
Hr N C King.
B F Gray,
L H Patten,
W J Clark,
Maynard H Murch,
Hale A Hamlin,
Lewie Hodgkins,
J T McDonald,
NC King,
Campbell Pub Co,
A

Associstd Charities are greatly in
need of children’s clothing, and all contributions will be gratefully received
was

BII&UK Power Co,
BH4UB Power Co,
Wm T Moore,
D N Moore,
E J Ha vis,
E E Brady,
E Mli It ken,
E E Brady A Co,
J L Hammett A Co,
A J Patten,
I L Hodgkins,
Ralph W Moore,

D T Card.
Senator Hale Hose Co,
L W Jordan,

The

Last week reference

AMOUNT.

Highway,

Beal, trustee.

atmcrtisnurnta.

A

in

11.

NAMK.

cr Welch,
J P Eidridge,
E E Hoyle,
Greeley Smith,

out, and the New Year

meeting of the J. O. U. A. M.
January
following officers were elected:
Penobscot county which convened at the
George Royal, C.; Howard Salisbury, V.
Bangor Thursday.
C. M. Brooks, recording secretary;
Officers of the Boyal Arcanum were C.;
David Shorey, associate recording secreelected Thursday evening as follows: F.
tary; Clarence Morgan, financial secreB. Aiken, regent; W. A. Alexander, vicetary; Henry W. Estey, conductor; E.
regent; A. F. Burnham, past regent; A
Allen Lermond, warden; Willis Jordan,
W. King, orator; O. W. Tapley, secretary;
inner sentinel; Elisha Partridge, outer
M. Y.
James E. Parsons, treasurer;
sentinel; Neal Raymond, J. P. C.; Charles
term

OF ACCOUNTS NO.

Library.

Police,
Insane,

annual

few days.
Judge L. A. Emery is presiding at the

ers

hospital

several weeks.

CHURCH NOTES.

Total,

BAPTIST.

Rev. David Kerr, pastor.
Sunday, Jan. 10—Morning service at
10.30.
Sunday school at 1146. Junior
C. E. at 6 p. m. Monthly union service at
7. Sermon by Rev. J. M. Adams, of the
Cong egationai church.
Prayer meeting Friday at 7.30 p. m.
Trenton—Sunday at 2.30. Mrs. Kerr.

Surry

Service

—

Sunday

at

2 30.

Mr.

Kerr.

John Silvy,
O H Morrison,
Me ins hospital,
Eastern Me Ins hospital,
Chas K Laurett Co,

a

and the party remained for
report, watched in,
of the print- some time after the midnight hour, presumably to see that the New Year didn’t

7.
$2*3 00
175 33

FUND.

Acaam

SALARY ROLL NO

City schools.
High school.

party of Ells- Electrie light,
Charles W. Campbell at the U-. of M., worth young people were delightfully Water,
Schoolhouse,
■pent a part of his vacation here as Mr. entertained by the Misses Young at their
hospitable home in Trenton. The Old
Campbell's guest.
Treworgy,

expected home this week from New York,
where Charles has been confined in the

menced

atcu
uoyai
officers last evening an

Druggists,

E. J. DAVIS’

of

sermon.

The annual meeting for the election of
officers will ne held by Esoteric lodge toA full attendance is
morrow evening.

bottle sold and the manufacturer
stakes his reputation on, the

WALL PAPERS and DRAPERIES

deliver the

cancies.

lorget

Dr. F 0. BROWNE,

cold

music.

Mr.

NEW MARKET. NEW GOODS.

and

the vacancy caused

next
Fellows hall
evening.
Friday
Monaghan’s orchestra will furnish the

TEA AND COFFEES
Checks gbn.

most

lH»t
fathers
evening there was
Sunday evening, Jan. 10. Rev. J. M. city
Rural hall,
little business transacted.
Mayor
of the Congregational church, very
Adams,
Music by
Hagerthy was in the chair and aldermen

several

There

^

Parsons’ native

held

Moor’s, Fourth airett, to-morrow afier-

before

Mr.

Eddington, but

uklin

of the storm

served.

were

noou.

our

was

weeks, returned to her home

night.

whist

deni red.

M.

has
returned to
York,
teaching.
red Wooster, who has been the
enry H. Higgins and wife the
d

place

No. 1

Tbe college students who have been
spending their vacation here have all reSaturday,
turned.
Parcher, Rowe, Knowlton and
left Monday night for an exleft for Bowdoln Monday.
Miss action of the
was
rendered with
through the South and Hout li- Joy
play
SCHEDULE Or MAILS
Dutton left for Vaasar Saturday.
The the artistic smoothness of a
as joined in Bangor by A.
Thompson
AT ELLSWORTH POST-OFFICE.
Misaes Rollins left at noon to day, and or
nd A. E. Dunning.
Burgess presentation, and finally, when
In effect October 12, 1903.
Misaes King and Foster leave to-night
the audience rose to leave the theatre,
I meeting of the Hancock
for Wellesley.
Mias Grant, who is a
there was not a person present who would
Going East—7.16 a in and 6.13 p m.
association, which was to student at Dana
left
tohail, Wellesley,
Going WEST—ll-fSa m, bM and 9.48 p m.
not willingly have conceded that “The
M Monday at the jail house,
bee
returned
to
the
day.
Campbell
Missouri Uirl” is a most charming play,
MAIL CLOSES AT POET OFFICE.
leflnltely postponed,
of
and
Haines
to
HeUniversity
Maine,
Going East—6 SO a in and ft.w p m.
interpreted by a company the strongest
t fun of the season will hapbron
Porter
academy George
Paine, Har- seen in a comedy
Going West—11.20 a m and 0 and 9 pm.
production in Albany
pen Jan. 1$. when the “Missouri Girl” vard, ’05, has returned to Cambridge.
No Sunday trains.
this year, and with a scenic mounting
will he sec*p at Hancock ball under the
The installation of officers of Irene seldom equalled in any production.
Mias
lola Pomeroy is a charming little come*
management of Charles P. Hatpin.
chapter order of Eastern Star, took place dienne,
and as Daisy Grubb, the Mia&ourf
THE AMERICAN is on sale in
The bous< arty given at the parsonage Monday evening. Tbe officers installed
girl, she immediately jumped into the
Ellsworth at the news stands of last even in;
by the January committee are: Elia A. Dunn, worthy matron; good graces of her HUditors. Her delineaof a green little country girl caught
C. If. Lelatid, J. A. Thompson of the Cot»j egatlonal society was a de- George P. Smith, worthy patron; Han- tion
the popular fancy of the audience like
soi
\ affair, and a success floan- nah
Bonsey, associate matron; Carrie B. wildfire. One of the most unique and
and H. \V. Estey. Single'copies, lightful
dally.
Means, secretary; Mary C. Stuart, treas
mirth-provoking comedy characters seen
5
cents;
subscription price
James P,
.it more has gone to Brewer urer; Charlotte M. Chick, conductress; on the hall stage this season is that of
in
advance.
|
$1.50 per year
Zeke Dobson, and the portrayal by H. J.
to act as sip ion agent for three weeks
Laura Tripp, associate conductress. At
.Shrewsbury left notuing to be desired In
Edgar Mit-ebi i is taking Mr. Whitmore’s this meeting several applications for t e part. He made a capital farm hand,
Ellsworth thermometers said 34 below
and
his w it aud humor kept the audience
place as bagjfcge master at the Ellsworth membership were received. The installaMonday morning.
tion will take p!ace Tuesday evening, in roars of laughter throughout the play.
station.
4
Miss Elizabeth B. Chester arid Edward.
Hoyt A. Moore, Harvard law school,
Jan. 12. All members of tbe order are Curtis, as the elder
Miss
Grubbs, were splendid
BUnop C. Jordan and Calvert M.
spent the holidays at his home here.
Fullerton, both of Ellsworth, were mar- Invited. Ladles will please furnish cake. in their impersonations. The entire comis
one
of
The scenic
excellence.
pany
Mrs. Moses C. Smith Is seriously ill with ried by John H, Brimmer,
par
Blnnquefort commandery, K. T elected effects were magnificent
esq., at Mr.
and appropriate
pneumonia at her home on State street.
Brimmer’s bbrr.o on Pine street Tuesday officers Monday evening as follows: John to the play. Albany (N. Y.)
Argus.
F. Knowlton, eminent commander; Harry
The annual meeting of Lygonia lodge evening.
E.
W.
C.
will be held this evening.
Rowe, Gen.; Joseph
Nealiy,
G.;
O. P. Torreftce, who has been conductELLSWORTH FALLS.
Charles M. Witham is seriously 111 with ing a mar; efelpit the Falls, has rented the Abie L. Friend, 8. W.; Thomas E. Hale,
Arno
W.
E.
F
J.
Rob
Charles
M. Wit bam is seriously ill with
King, prefate;
W.;
Campbell & True building on the east end
pneumonia at Ellswoitb Falls.
of the bridge, and has opened a meat inaon, recorder; A. W. Greely, George H. pneumonia.
All schools lu the city commenced Mon*
H.
John
finance
comGrant,
Brimmer,
market.
Mrs. Fred Grace was down from Green
day after a vacation of two weeks.
mittee. Tbe remainder of the officers will Lake over
Sunday.
To-night the wedding of Florence E.,
Mrs. John Evans, of Bangor, is visiting
be appointed'at tbe installation meeting.
Mrs. Fred Maddocks went to Boston
daughter of Perry $. Bowden and wife,
relatives and friends in Ellsworth.
tbe Temple
After tbe election
and
and Rodney W. Higgins takes place at
Saturday for medical treatment.
The Epworth league will have a supper
Malta degrees were worked on one candithe home of the bride’s parents on HanBert Gowell returned to Lynn Saturday,
at the Methodist vestry this evening.
date.
cock street,
after a visit with Harry L&tfin here.
The literature club will meet Mouday
The officers of Suur’se council, DaughJohn H. Brimmer, J. A. Cunningham,
Augustus Kincaid and wife have comters of Liberty, were elected last Thursevening, Jan. 11, with Miss Mary A. B. T
Sowle, Georg© H. Grant, G. F. Newmenced
housekeeping in the Edward
for tbe ensuiug year as folevening
Oaynor.
day
man, jr., and Harry E. Kowe attended the
Me Quinn bouse.
James dewall, a Bowdoin sophomore, dedication of the new masonic hall at lows: Mrs. Mary Card, C.; Miss Addie
C. M. Wit ham & Son will commence toTinker, A. C.; Mrs. Louise Royal, V. C ;
waa I be guest for a few days last week of
Southwest Harbor last Thursday.
Miss Nellie Haynes, A. V. C.; Mrs. Myra day the cutting and storing of their seaJ.
Joy.
Harry
The remains of Mrs. Rebecca Manning,
Allen, J. ex C.; Mrs. Annie Smith, J. ex A sou’s supply of ice.
Tbe annual meeting of the stockholders of Bar
Harbor, were brought to Ellsworth C.; Miss Mary Bowden, recording secreElmer Blaisdell and wife visited Mr.
of tbe Uurrill national bank will be held for interment Friday.
Mrs. Manning
tary; Miss Annie Mitchell, associate K. S.; BlaiadelTs mother at East Orlaud from
Tuesday, Jan 12.
died iti Bar Harbor last Wednesdsy. She Miss Annie
Smith, financial secretary; Saturday till Tuesday.
Rev. David Kerr preaches at Surry Sun- leaves one daughter in Ellsworth, Mrs. R. Charles
Beal, treasurer; George Royal, O
Mrs. C. J. Treworgy and Miss Millie
at
Trenat
Mrs.
Kerr
2
30.
M.
day
preaches
Campbell.
G. ; Mrs. Annie M. Stevens, I. U.; Mrs.
Treworgy, who have been in Boston for
ton tbe same day.
There whs no Sunday this week for the Myra Jordan, guide; Mrs. L-zzie Tread- two
weeks, returned home Tuesday.
Owlng*to the severe storm Sunday there plumbers. The cold snap of Saturday well and Miss Mary E. McFarland, repreMiss Margaret Laffin, who has been at
were no morning services at the Congrenight froze abot.t everything in the sentatives to tbe State council. The date home for a two-weeks’
vacation, returned
bas not been fixed.
gational church.
shape of w> erpipua. Those that suffered of the installation
to her «ciiooJ in Berlin, N. H
Saturday.
Bui
wtTv*
rtfvTican
rill
moat
her
house,
Wnlker
has
returned
Mtss Sophia
Miss Lottie Doyle, who has been stopMEETING.
CITY
bank
and
national
C.
L.
store.
in
after
Morang’s
studies
Bostou
musical
spending
ping with her grandn^pther, Mrs. Esther
the holidays at home.
The monthly union meeting, which wag
Done at
Business
Little
Regular Doyle, returned to Bar Harbor Saturday.
Mrs. Carrie Harrigan entertained ten to have been held at the Baptist church
Meeting of City Fathers.
Mrs. John E. Lake and son Charles are
Indies
New Years
Re- Sunday evening, was posponed on account

church

the customer

d, a c'assmate at Wellesley of
B. Friend, spent last week here,

Cb C Lsrra bee—Notice of foreclosure.
Union Shoe Mfg Co-Stockboilers* meeting.
In bankruptcy—Eat Hervey A Conners.
Wtggln A Moore—Apothecaries
W R Parker Clothing Co—Clothing.
M <i alien— Dry goods,
o 1' forrence—New meet market.
Blubhill.
Hancock Co Vgrl^nltural So—Annual meeting.
Soothwstir Harbor:
A O Oltley— Freedom notice.

J. Cunningham left to-day for
Bucksport to spend some weeks with her
son, Judge O. P. Cuuntogham.

benefit.

usual.

was spent in St. Louis.
He returned
East about two years ago. His health was
as good as usual until Friday, when he
complained of pAins In bis stomach. His
condition was not considered serious, and
his death was a severe
shook: to bis
The remains were taken to
daughter.
Eddington to-day for Interment.

Mr*. 8.

DOWN SALE

large assortment
stock-taking, so wiigive
as

Cushman, warden; A. F Burn bam, C. C.
Burrtil, A- W. King, trustees.

Monaghan’s

crockenjamps and novelties
purchased for thdholiday trade have
been marked doJ to a figure within

the

!fEW AUTKRTIDEMKNTtt THIS WEEK

East

our

reach of all.

twenty-eight days.

There

First National Bank
ELLSWORTH, ME.

MARK

McQw4 chaplain; F. L. Mason, collector; Charles E. Doyle, guide; Henry W.

at

accumulate!)

=

LOCAL AFFAIRS

freshments

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT,

sho.t time.

) KN'I KRRU AS SECOND CLASS MATTER t
AT THE BLLSWOitTH POSTOPlMCli.
{
I

ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 6, 1904.

YEAR.

# LfiO.

*45 00

UNITARIAN.

Rev. S. W. Sutton, pastor.
Sunday, Jan. 10—Christmas service at
10.30 a. ra. Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.

45 00
CONOR EGATION AL.
6) 48
130 88
Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor.
9 45
Friday, Jan. 8—Prayer meeting.
10 M
Suuday, Jan. 10—Morning service
50
10 30.
Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.
1 40
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
7 50
150 00
Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
00
1,000
Sunday, Jan. 10— Morning service at
20 00
10.30. Communion at the close of service.
2fe .'5
8 70 Sunday school at 11.45. Junior league at
85 30 3 p. m.
34 00
b'.pworth league meeting Tuesday at 7
11 50 p. m.
14 75
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
6 50
Bayside—Preaching Sunday at 2 p. in.
73
Mr. Simonton.
8 10
UNION CONO’L, ELLSWORTH PALLS.
44 <0
21 00
Sunday, Jan. 10—Sunday school at 11.30
3 0 a. m.
19 10
Weekly prayer meeting Friday evening
100
at 7.30.
15 17
19 79
COMING EVENTS.
810
2 25
Wednesday, Jan. 6, at the Methodist
33 15
155 00 vestry—Supper by the Epworth league.

17*3
14 t>2
2 19
19 06
13 44
35 30
45 83
5 25
10 CO
150 00
6 0i>
2 00
9 00
22 44
47 25
7* 50
45 50
2 25

*2,489 bt

Monday. Jan. 18, at Hancock hall—“A
Girl,” under management of

Missouri

Halpin.
Wednesday, Jan. 20, at Odd Fellows hall
—Convention of the twenty-first masonic
Charles P.

district,

Strfjcrtisrmcnts.

photographs
made at the

In

Years

gift

asked

think

a

the matter of Jeremiah Hurley, Mho
for damages received by a horse
last spring on the road, the commute*
asked for further time.
The only other business to come before
the board was several bills and the abatement of taxes, which were referred to various committees for investigation.

Joy Studio by FENLEY
as acceptable for a New

would be just

thing?

as Christmas.
Don’t you
calendar would be just the

Such as you have seeu at the

entrance of

JOY 5TUDI0.

John tlie Baptist was the forerunner
of Christ. He came to prepare the
way of the Lord, and he did it by
preaching the doctrine of repentance
from sin. But true repentance not only
Includes sorrow for sin, but the giving
up of sin. in repentance a sinner, "out
of a true sense of his sin and full appreciation of the mercy of God in
Christ, doth with grief and hatred for
his sin turn from it unto God. with a
full purpose of and endeavor after a
new obedience.” The Jews in John’s
day claimed that they had sought shelter from the wrath of God. and .John
called upon them to prove it by bringing forth “works worthy of repentance.” Repentance means not only a
changed inward life, but also a changed outward life. We prove our repent“The
ance of sin by giving up sin.
wicket] forsakes his way and the un
righteous man his thoughts” when
they repent and turn from sin unto
God.
Under the preaching of John many
out
were convicted of sin and cried
upjo him. “What shall we do?” “The
people asked him. saying, “What shall
He told them to be unwe do, then?”
selfish. “He that hath two coats, lot
him impart to him that hath none,
and he that hath meat, let him do the
same.” John prescribes uo senseless
penance, but the kindly exercise of unselfish service toward others in life.
The publicans said. “What shall we
do?” and John replied, “Exact no more
than that which is appointed you.”
The publicans were the tax collectors
under the Roman government. Their
besetting sin was theft. John calls
upon them to give up stealing ami to
Then came the soldiers,
be honest.
saying. “What shall we do?” and John
replied, “Do violence to no man. neittuuai-

iun

laiaci/,

auu

i"

"AUNT MADGE”.

EDITED BY

know them.”
But In the experience of David it is
also suggested that service In the interest of others is "a work worthy of
repentance.” “Restore nnto me.” says
the psalmist, “the joy of Thy salvation
and uphold me with Thy free spirit.
Then will I teach transgressors Thy
ways, aud sinners shall be converted
nnto Thee.” If truly repentant we become interested In the repentance of
others. The saved man wants to help
save some one else. This is God's plan.
He saves us that we may help save
others. If repentant let us prove it by
our personal abandonment of sin and
Interest in the spiritual welfare of
others.
BIBLE

READINGS.

Isa. 1, 10-18; lv, 0, 7; Matt, vii, 15-20;
Luke xix. 1-10; John i. 40-42; xv, 1-S;

ii, 37-40; ill, 19-21; xxvi, 19, 20;
Rom. 11, 1-11; II Cor. vii, 8-U.
Acts

Wlmt Is Happiness?

Happiness is the greatest paradox in
nature. It can grow in any soil, live
It defies enviunder any conditions.
ronment.
It comes from within. It is
the revelation of the depths of the inner life as light and heat proclaim the
sun from which they radiate.
Happiness consists not of having, but of being; not of possessing, but of enjoying.
It Is the warm glow of a heart at peace
within Itself. A martyr at the stake
may have happiness that a king on his
throne might envy. Man is the creator
of his own happiness; it is the aroma
of a life lived in harmony with high
Ideals. For what a man has he may be
dependent on others; what he is rests
with him alone. What he obtains in
life ts but acquisition; what he attains
is growth. Happiness is the soul's joy
In the possession of the intangible.—
William George Jordan.
Naggeta.

The society that
ing to be a dead
The thing that we
the society grow

doesn’t grow is go-

society pretty
want to

is

to

soon.

do to make

intensify the

prayer meetifg. Every nook and every
cranny of the prayer meeting room
should shorn its word of welcome to the
stranger.—Harry A. Kinports, Secretary New York State Union.
Kindneaa.

Guard within yourself that treasure,
kindness. Know how to give witho'-.i
hesitation, how to lose without regret,
bow to acquire without meanness.
Know how to replace in your heart, bj
the happiness of those you love, tilt
happiness that may be wanting it
yourself.—F. W. Faber.
Spirituality.
The spiritually minded man is not al
ways the one who talks the most aboui
his religion.
Spirituality is service
Those who do good as they may hav<
opportunity and in the most uneonven
tionai way give the most satisfactory
evidence of living near to God—Pres
byterian Journal.
The True

Religion.
The true religion of Jesus Christ oui
Saviour is that which penetrates anc
which receives all the warmth of thi
heart, and all the elevation of the soul
and all the energies of the understand
ing. and al> the strength of the will.In-.m Stanley.

These

reserved for the
of the land
utd not cut or sell
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end

king's ship*
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HOW THEY

God grant

we

The

r'*

may

our

work, like theirs, is done!
we would yWM with gladness our
treasures to Him to keep,
And rejoice In the sweet assurance, He giveth
His loved ones sleep”.

Till then

In

a

letter from Mr.

Titus written June

following; and I bold the
original in my hand as I copy:

21,1899,

wi>

the

“A short time ago In a letter to Mrs. Warren,
“Ego,” of South I>eer Isle, I mentioned the fact
that I had given you her address, and.possibly
she would hear from you In a personal letter,
**1 have
l n a letter from her this week she say*
not received any letter from A unt Madge, hut
and
know
her
also to
would be pleased to,
address. 1 like her very much”.

but

a

severe

portation

of

storm

prevented

the mail.

and unto the end

can

Mrs. Hayes' First Letter Appealing to Mrs. PinLham for Help:
“Dear Mrs. Pinkham: —I have teen under Boston doctors’ treatment for a long time without any relief. They tell me I have a fibroid
tumor. I cannot sit down without gTeat pain, and the soreness extends
up my spine. I have bearing-down pains both back and front. My abdomen is swollen, and I have had flowing spells for three years. My appetite is not good. I cannot walk or be on my feet for any length of time.
j
“The symptoms of Fibroid Tumor given in your little book aci curately descrilie my case, so I write to
you for advice.”—(Signed) Mrs.
E. F. Hayes, 252 Dudley St., (Roxbury) ^Boston, Mass.

Note the result of Mrs. Pinkham’s advice—although she advised Mrs. Hayes, of Boston, to take
her medicine
which she knew would help her
her letter contained a mass of additional instructions as to treatment, all of which helped to bring
about the happy result.
—

always

miles now.
“Lydia

besa d of her.

dicitis and, accompanied by her sister and
uer sister’s bust and, Mr. and Mrs. Goss,
she went to Portland, where she was met j
by her son aid daughter. It was found to *i
be a most serious case and though she
came out from the efftets of the ether, her ;
strength failed gradually and she entered
into re*t.
Her daughter, known to us as “Nalllil”,
has kind y written me many beautiful
things of her. Our sympathies go out to

j

her, both for her sad loss and for the
anxious hours cf watchfulness and nursing which the serious illness of her husand

son

has

brought

to

her.

“Naillil” writes:

a

$5000

ID. <£. i. U

(Column.

■

_

j
j

more

of

which could theu boast that

Later

in heaven.
E.

I felt deeply greived to read of “Ego’s” death
as she has written so many words that have

officers."
“But. father,” inquired the young!
American anxiously, “supposing they
talk back to me?”—Syracuse Herald.

|
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ly always for temperance.
Lillian May Robbins,
No. 16 Leyland
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MAINE 8I>AKRKD.

Puget Bound; they

shore* of

CarDs.

were

facility with which ship timbers, masts
and spars could be floated to the ship*
yards, in the days ante-dating the rail-

IIA K BOB.

Throat and Ear. f\$
with all the modern instrnfor the examination and
diseases.
Bar Harbor hospital, where
best of care at reasonable

Office
moots and
treatment

patients

TON, M.
axi>

lTSUKmoNE4

I

ENT 1ST.
at

the

Philadelphia l>ental Co'lejr*

Gilki* Block, Kllswobt?
Wrdncsdmy afternoons until furttw
in

Banking.

can be found In iMaine, or in
The largest sticks
England.

with these

New

SURGEON.

professional ralli.j-.

]

spars; twelve lower masts and three bowsprits, just (beequipment for three fourmasted schooners.
No sticks to compare
all

D.

Block, formerly oceiwted'by
Office open day and night

roads, has much to do with this.
No louger, however, can Maine suppty
the masts mud spars for the ships that
leave her yards. For example:
Here were three vessels (building at
Bucksport, on the Penobscot. There was
brougnt across the continent fifteen

;

that hereafter he will give
the treatment of diseases of

wishes to
specie 1
the

i JMJ

dee*

lined to Bucksport, where the Penobscot
enters the Atlantic ocean.
Now the Penobscot flows down through j
forests of its own, ana at its mouth, as at
the mouth of many of our New Kug'and
rivers, ships are built. No doubt the

measured 106 feet in

length; were twenty*
four inches In diameter at the butt and
twenty-three Inches fat the top. There
was little variation in
the size of the
principal sticks.
8ix flat cars (there were two shipments)
held the fifteen sticks; tiered up, three on

lx what your money will
invested in shares of the;

two above and

car

If

earn

Loan and Building Ass’i

floor,
again
above, the whole.(tightly bound with
strong logging chains. The total weight
of the fifteen sticks^was *186,000 pounds,
more than six tons tofeacb stick.
The sticks reached the entire length off
the three flat cars coupled together. Tbl
the

two

A

NEW

SERIES

open, Shares, fj each; month,
payments, $1 per snare.
PAY RENT
when you

can borrow on your
a first mortgage and
reduoe It every month
Monthly
and
Interest together
payments
will amount to hut little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and in about 10 years you
will

shares, *1ve

weight rested almost wholly upon (he twf
endears, the centre car served the puif
N
pose of a long link connecting .the othl
two, to avotd stiffness of the load
*
>WN YOUR OWN HOME.
allow the turning ofjeoruers; what a
road man calls, to swivel round
For particulars Inquire of
tbecurvg
ilaaaT W. Cushman, s«c*y.
First Nat’l Bank Bid
A. W. Kino, President.
I hid tbe curiosity to figure the dials

raj:

travelled

by

these masts between star

IACOK

and

point

destination. It footed
miles; one of tbe longest hauls 1 l ei
ever attempted with any load.
Tb
could be done with such a load and

K stab 11 slic'd 1805.

STOCKS, BONDS,
GRAIN, COTTON.

“Limited" passenger tralu. Here
might be well to record tbe fact thij
freight charges on the fifteen stick
f 1.800
From a point eighty-four mil
of Tacoma, under the shadow
Olympus tbey were taken, these
trees that had drawn their molstu

Pacific, captives

and

K. G.rHopper, Manager,
19 CongressISt.,! BOSTON.
42 Broadway, New York.
Mreetprtv»te wires In oar branches at n ABTFORI). NEW IIAVEN. BRIDGEPORT.
Fill I,A DEI,PH I A. Ml'.NTBEAL. QVh
BBC, ALBANY. BROOK I. YN.

“A

exiles

the Cascade and the Rocky mo
through tbe cattle ranges of

prairies

tbe

of

Dakota,

tbe

acfacrtiscntcntB.
'VYA^VAA/N^dl

Advertisers, Publishers and Printers.
TIME' and
MONEY ar.oaiao

Challen’s

Here

they were turn
a Canadian railway, which broi
across the Bt. Lawrence and d
northern portal of the White
of New Hampshire.
in the
were b
Atlantic. The folloi I* d«y
tbey arrived at their destlnatio in the
Penobscot, none the worse, nei. ir cars
of tbe

nor

spars, for their

long journey.

The ships for which these is
were
brought across the continent » buildlog tor a purpose. They are lnt| led for
trade

Greenland and N.
bring cryolite ore to tbe Unite
substance which is used to put
with

upou crockery.
THE PA88INO
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forestry employed surve;

with

through
a

j straight

the

broad
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woods

arrow

over

Books,
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ates, a
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W.jE. CHILD,

14 Dover Street,

New York.
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AND BATH ROOMM.
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PAY, NO

WASllfci*

All kinds of laundry wora done at a
Ice. Goods called for and delivered.
H. H. BSTEY A CO.
Weal End Bridge.
ICUawr'i

—

s

TH* Pt

A word about the
forestry
In tbe days when tbe states we
of Great Britain, the royal co
went

Record

Advertiser’s Record.
Subscription Record,
Job Printer’s Record,
Advertising Record,
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Ruled, printed and indexed for quick entry
xnd reference
Descriptive circular and price
list on application. Published by

Portland, tbey

At
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Glimpse at Wall
Street and Its riarket”

containing revised fluctuation tables and descripions of active securities, issued upon request.

f,

Minnesota to fit. Paul, wbere
road company that had picked
on the Pacific coast turned tbe
its connecting line after haul
1,90b miles, more than half tbe j_
From fit. Paul they journeyed
Bte. Marie, Michigan, wbere the
tbe Qreat Lakes aud also the int

boundry.

BENNB

U. L.

Members of New York Consolidated Exchan
and New York Produce Exchange.

transhipment, and In the quick
days, Is a triurnp
modern railways, wbteb should hi
place In story beside tbe exploit

of twenty-one

the

BKBRY.

;

Jacob Berry & Co

out

of
St.

by

freight that rode down through the ;
White mountains of New Hampshire re*
1 here were three dal care, owned,
ceutls.
8b their initial-) show, by the Northern
Pacific Hallway Co., and they were laden
witu th b burden. Thn, three cara were
coup ed together and bore,
1 strongly
securely bound and chained, six slicks of
; Oregon
(?) pine. They had come from
Elms, in the stale of Washington, by the]

E. Pinkhani’s

Such testimony should be accepted by all women as convincing
evidence that Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound stands
without a peer as a remedy for all the distressing ills of women; all
ovarian troubles; tumors; inflammations; ulceration, falling and displacements of the womb; backache; irregular, suppressed or painful
menstruation. Surely the volume and character of tne testimonial letters we are daily printing in the newspapers can leave no room for doubt
Mrs. Hayes at her above address will gladly answer any letters
which sick women may write for fuller information about her illness.
'Her gratitude to Mrs. Pinkham and Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound is so genuine and heartfelt that she thinks no trouble is too
great for her to take in return for her health and happiness.
Truly kit said that it k Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound that k curing so many women, and no other medicine; don’t forget thk when some druggkt wants to sell you something else.

It was
alists. that the

ships art, naming them from bow to stern :
fore, main, mtzzeu, jigger, spanker and
driver.
Ou the second day of October iast they
were together in the harbor of Port laud,

of

drop.

Mountains of gold could not purchase such testimony —or take
place of the health and happiness which Lydia E. Pinkham’*
Vegetable Compound brought to Mrs. Hayes.

jigger,

length

great

it sheiteied

mizzeo,

of IA4 Proportioned
to
Durul lo | f Qrowtli?
anoerted )
the
naturBuffon,

Is

in the

atood

er.

But I starud out to tell of the stick*

“My mother’s going home was just what one
would expect for such a Christian as she has
been. I try not to remember the hours of suf-j
|
fering, and thiir marks on her face—but the
FORFEIT ^ we cannot forthwith produce the original letter* and sigaaturee of
above testimonial*, which will prove their absolute genuineneee
happy look on her face when my brother and
1 met her on the boat when she came, will ever
Lydia t. Piukhaiu MedicLie Co„ Lynn, 3
be a comfort to me. She did not think we could
get to her so soon, and the pleasure it was to
her, is a great satisfaction to me. 1 expect just been a help to me. 1 think a column one week
that welcome from her on the other side—if we should be filled as a memorial to her.
Melissa.
know and are known.
[The editor Invites secretaries of local unions
You spoke of the sunsets, they were one of
■ <t
the W. C. T. U. In Hancock couuty, and
Dear
^4unf
Madge:
mother’s joys. From her home she always had
It was a sad surprise to me when I read of
rhlte rlbboners generally, to contribute to this
a most beautiful view of the sunsets, and they
"Ego's" death in The American. I had always « oluron reports of meetings or Items that will be
never ceased to give her joy ami pleasure, every
>1 Interest to workers In other parts of the
the impression from ner letters that she
day's closing sunsets bringing new and beauti- got
« ounty.
was a strong, healthy woman; she seemed to be
We would like this to be a llvecolumn,
ful thoughts. 1 am glad—it reconciles ine in a
one of the “workers” in this busy world of ours.
>ut It needs some effort on the part of W. C. T.
measure to her going away—that mother did not
I am sorry for my sake and for vours that she
I. women to make It so. It Is a column of their
live to lose any of her faculties, for it would
has been removed from u« for she was one of
naklng, not ours, and will be what they make
have been a source of grief to her, she was so
1
most reliable and efficient help-ra.
t.
Items and communications should be short,
bright and intelligent, to have felt herself losing your
ALEXIA.
I md are, of course, subject to approval of the
the grasp of mental power. 1 think of her tell
■dltor.]
I was almost shocked when I read of "EgoV ;
lng me, with the look of glory on her face that
“It is a beautiful place where f am going", ’hat death. It was so sudden. I did not know that
realization
of
what
she
to
It was a partial
used
Boston, Mass., Jan. 1,1904.
she was ill. I shall miss her writings so much
see in the beautiful sunsets.
as they were interesting, and I took ner to lie a
\iy Dear Friends in the W. C. T. U.:
Then, too, she told me before she went to the very smart, bright woman.
1 want to send you a word of greeting
Aunt Emma.
“table of sacrifice"—as she called It—that it was
his New Years Day and I know of no
all right with her, whether she ever came out of Dear Aunt Madge and M. B. Sinter*:
mrer way of reaching a large number of
the ether or not, for she said: “You know 1
It is with regret and sorrow that I learn of
he white ribbouers than through The
have passed through the valley of the shadow,
“Ego’s” death which I read was sudden, and in
American.
and lie has been with me.” I think it is so kind sympathy my heart turns to them, each and all
As the year opens 1 hope you have been
of you to offer the column in The American We certainly shall all miss her useful and
cheery
for a memorial for her and anything you may letters to our column as also In other columns
>lanntng for advance along all lines of our
choose to cull from my letter about my mother of our county paper which 1 was interested in
vork. We want a large gain in memberyou are welcome to use. Her thought, to the before Aunt Madge began ours.
>h p, and we want to keep our record of
Ann
last, was for others.”
l od work up to the highest standard, and
1 miss “Ego’s” letters
What nice letters she
•O do this we must not only
plan, but
cuum scarcely ucunvt- iuc announcement
oi
wrote while in Boston!
1 think of her when I
itrive to put into active force the beBt of
“Ego’s" death when I saw it given, so short a see the pretty sunsets.
U.
>ur plans.
time it seemed since I had been reading her
P ease do not forget Frances Willard
words to us in the M. B. column. Though in
As I have re-read these letters, I have
• emorial
life I knew neither her name nor residence, I
day comes in February. We
been wondering if, like “G,” we shall not
had grown to think of her as a friend, and her
ieed to have more public meetings and 1
often think of “Ego” at the sunset houy.
death was a shock to me. I am glad we can feet
are not leaving them out of your
It will be a reminder of the beautiful place, noperyou
that
pla s.
of which she had a glimpse this side the
“God calls his children.
Southwest Harbor Yb are having some
“shining shore”, and into which she
But we lose not wholly
rery interesting meetings, their secretary
passed when her life work was finished.
What he has given;
reports. It is not too soon to be thinking
Aunt Madge.
They live on earth in words and deeds.
)f county convention.
As truly as in Heaven,”
The executive wait for invitations for
Esther.
L'na bashed.
[.he next convention now. Let us bear
Irate Patient—I want you to get out
Dear Aunt Madge:
of here and never darken my door from the unions.
I wish here to thank the many dear
When 1 read of Mrs. Warren’s death I could
again. If I had a sick cat I wouldn't
not make it seem pos-ible that it was “Ego,”
Hend9 who have sent me letters of symsend for you!
whose hopeful, helpful letters we have read
and the unions that have sent such
Imperturbable Physician—Of course pathy
with so much pleasure. How many there are
Lender memorials since my mother went
not.
You’d
send
for
the
brother,
my
who through physical suffering find unspeak» '»v to the Home Beautiful.
able inspiration and solace in trying to help
veterinary, who lives over on the street
Another faithful, earnest worker has
next to the one I live on. Here’s one
others.
I id her burden down. This should ImWe shall miss “Ego’s” ready pen, and send
of bis cards.—Baltimore American.
press on those of us left, the necessity of
loving sympathy to the dear ones she has left
here.
doing all we can do that the work may go
A Possible Contingency.
One less at borne!
on, though the workers fall by tbe way.
“Remember, my boy,” said the old
A sense of loss that meets us at the gate;
With loving greetings and wishing you
man to his son, who was about to
Within a place unfilled and desolate,
all a pleasant Happy New Year, I am, sinJoin the army, “never talk back to your
And far away our coming to await
One

stick a:
Fore,
spanker, driver, p

these monsters carry, iu this connect ion
there is food for thought In a consignment

—

the

the slicks

h

die.

Vegetable Compound is worth five dolI advise all women who are afflicted with tumors or
female trouble of any kind to give it a faithful trial.”—(Signed) Mrs.
E. F. Hates, 252 Dudley St., (Roxbury) Boston, Mass.
lars

of

MAINE BUILT BUT

“Dear Mrs. Pinkham:— Sometime ago I wrote to you describing my symptoms and asked your advice. You replied, and I followed
ail your directions carefully, and to-day I am a well woman.
The lise of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound entirely
expelled the tumor and strengthened my whole system. 1 can walk

The most of you know how she passtd
away from us. It was decided that it was
necessary to have an operation for appen-

band

vSsjjky|i

Fibroid Tumors Cured.

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

the trans-

Faithful

surely

v N-«

mimes

h

N [),

worm's buildings of more nearly the
rect rat.o. A recent
this mighty type of sea-going craft; a (format! author ig Dr. U. Von Buuge,
has confirmed thttenerai law, although
trio of giants.
They are coal-carriers par excellence; the ratios do nnfpippear to be perfectly
The largest constant. Dr. V
designed for heavy loads.
Bunge measured the
us animals to double
coal cargo ever brought into Portlaud time taken by vi
harbor (the coal p rt of Maine), is 6,000 tbelr birth*welg
and find this approx!
to the time required
tons, brought iu sn English steamer. mately proportu
The “Elinor A. Percy” has brought in to reach adult a,
Man takes one hunn to doublo his birthone cargo 5,229 tons,300 car loads; twelve
dred and eighty
rs to reach
train-loads, all In the hold of one wooden weight, twenty
maturity,
100 years.
schooner. There is oue seven master in and lives ninety
The cors for the dog are nine
existauce, and only one, the “Thomas W. responding nun
teu to twelve years.
When she
was
days, two years^
Lawson,” of boatou.
building, alter much discussion it was
When a maig ice gels into debt about
decided to call her seventh mast the
the only way fo ilm to ge t out of It is to
pusher.

A distressing case of Fibroid Tumor,
which baffled the skill of Boston doctors.
Mrs.
Hayes, of, Boston, Mass., in
the following letter tells how she was
cured, after everything else failed, by

that

calmly, when

ft **v’

©

Is run;
rest as

schooners

“George VV. Wells”, of Boston.

at

not

tussled

mi

this

“Addle M. Lawrence”, of Torllaud;
the “Eliuor A. Percy”, of Bath, and the

giveth His

over, weep

In

the

and Its sweet repose;
So He calls them In from their labors ere the
shadows around them creep.
And silently watching o’er them He giveth His
loved ones sleep
are

three

are

great world of ours. ail
Americans and all Maine built. They are

afloat

trees,”
Kellogg), “some
hough. Tbs stump
ib

McLellan cut a
for maoy
year-. On this sturt]
yoke of oxsn six
t
feet in girt h were
i»d around without
stepping off.”
Is Maine, “The Pi
Tree State,” pay*
t by the loss of Its
tog for its develop!
Maine-built ships
prototypes? Or
getting ao large t
they demand the
g ant trees of t he P flo coaat for their

I'KKUUN—

[H. D. Waldron in I^wiiton Journal ]
There

•emendous

then tour fret

PINE i ot one from which
inset (in Gorham

U8—OREGON

HtUM

IS MAINE UI7ILT.

Like weary and wornout children, that sigh for
the daylight’s close.
He knows that they oft are longing for home

race

them

EVERY SIX MASTER AFLOAT

In memory of “Ego
OIVKTH HIS BELOVED SLEEP
He sees when their footsteps fulter, when their
hearts grow we^k and faint;
He marks when their strength Is faillug and listens to each complaint;
He bids them rest for a season, for the pathway

their

REACH

Not' ALMAVH

HE

Weep not that their toils

they grew
"Th »e were
; (saya the lele Rev. R

SCHOONERS—

more

The purposes of thl* column are succinctly
stated In th3 title and motto— It Is for the mutual
benefit, ami aims* to l*i i.tlp.ul ami hopeful.
Being f-r the common good, It Is for the com
roon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information amt suggestion, a medium for the InIn this capacity It solicits
terchange of Mens
communications, and its success depends largely
Comon the support given It In this resect
munications mutt he signed, hut the name of
writer will not he printed ex-ept hy permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
none
rejection by the editor of the column, but
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The American,
Ellsworth, Me.

has grown too steep;
And folded In fair green pastures He
loved ones sleep.

BIG

WHERE THEY COME FROM.

“Helpful and Hopeful

Its Motto:

MAINE’S

OF

In the discharge j
with your 'wages.”
of their duties they csrret ed undue |
brutality, frequently made false accuMr. Titus had taken the trouble to cut
sations against men and caused trouwhat she had written above from his letHence
ble concerning their wages.
1
John calls upon them to give up their ter and paste it on bis Utter to me.
besetting sins. And these illustrations wrote Mrs. Warren very soon, and ever
The Bince that time she was the thoughtful,
answer the inquiry of the topic.
test of a man's repentance is his willhelpful friend so many others found her
ingness to give up “the sin that so
As an instance of her faithto be.
always
easily besets him.” The people, the
publicans, the soldiers, were not guilty fulness In whatever she undertook, is (be
of the same offenses. Their sins dif- fact, that for years she was the moat regfered according to their temperaments
ular correspondent The American had;
and professions. But each was called
obce for large number of years was
upon to give up the sin that was pecul- only
The American printed without her local
iar to him. This is the only test of reand they were prepared and sent,
pentance. "By their fruits ye shall
,

diameter.

SPARS

whereon

Topic For the Week BcRlnnltc Inn
lO—Comment by Rev. S. H. Hoyle.
Topic.—What are some tests of repentknee?— Luke iii, b-14: Ps. 11, 1-17.

tuvi

Iftbrrttacmtnta.

Ulutual Benefit Colnmu.

ENDEAVOR.

CHRISTIAN

a

every

thirty-six

Pauper

Not lee.

undersigned hereby gives noli

THEhas contracted with the cllv
for the
support

of
of the poor, during the

g
•»

“irs.

>r;h‘

year, and has marie ample provl-don f
support. He therefore forbids all perso
furnishing supplies to any pauper on
count, as without bis written order he w
for no goods so furnished. Hakky 3. Jc

truly very pretty, mother. He t* Impulsive too. I know for the time he
loves me with nil Ills heart.
Maybe
he lias loved bis—I mean somebody
else—with oil his heart.
Maybe also
he will keep on doing it all his life.
And I love him. mother.
But he has
saved and spared me th's much—he
has never given me the chance to tell
him so.
Now I know why.
Let us
both lie grateful and show it by helping to make things easy for him. People will gossip wildly over this unheard of wife.
We must pretend to
have been in the secret"
“Can you do It?
Are you strong
enough?” Mrs. Alston said, drnwing
Marcia’s head within the hollow of her

Marcia came up the walk with a sigh
•f relief so intense it was almost a sob.
All afternoon she bad been braving it
out. forcing herself to smite and chatter dutifully, listen respectfully lo Calverley strictures upon the world—her
world—and life in general and make
the requisite automatic responses.
Aunt Calverley wus uo blood kin,
only her father's stepsister, but ail the
more punctilious and difficult because
of It. Twice a year she came in state
to spend the night and day after at
The visits always left
Greenways.
Marcia and her mother uncomfortable,
but this was the Hrst whose legacy had
been true heartache.
“Don't look so, daughter. I don’t believe It,” Mrs. Alston said, drawing
Marcia down beside her upon the piazShe was small and fair and
za bench.
blue eyed, all unlike her daughter.
Even Aunt Calverley admitted grudgingly that Marcia was Alston through
and through.
That meant she was
benutifnl.
"As handsome ns an Alston” had
been a saying of the countryside this
hundred years. As a race the Alstons
were slim nnd supple, dark eyed, dark
browed, with fine olive skin nnd clear,
healthy scarlet showing richly in lips
and cheeks: light stepping too. Marcia
In especial had the motion of a flower
swaying in gentle breezes. There had
been something of natural irritation,
but no surprise whatever, when Ivor
Morris fell in love with her at first

KIihSWORTH

■AIMS LAW KKOAAOINO

Marvin nestled closer and said clearmust he strong enough, tnamsle.
You must tie strong enough. YY'e will
begin by going to church tomorrow.
That will be the hardest thing.
Oh,
how I dread facing all those carious

sight

He
There could be no doubt of it
called the very next day and the next
and the next, then upon the fourth:
planned a picnic In the grounds of High
He was
Brook, his ancestral estate.
but newly come to it The big bouse
had been shuttered and shrouded alThat was his exmost tvA-nty years.
cuse for asking his new friends to make
merry with him outdoors. Though he
was far too well bred to devote himself
conspicuously to Marcia when thus
playing host, by a sort of tacit consent ]
she was pushed forward to be the head 1
and front of everything. The next day ! on nothing a year?"
1 have
be vanished unaccountably, but in a
"Don't scold him. please.
week he was back again and evidently
done that already.” Melainle entreated
He mannged
more in love than ever.
prettily, holding Marcla’a hand. Marsomehow to see Marcia every day for a
cia stood very straight and asked semonth; then came another nbsenceanii
verely, trying to frown on Ivor ns she
In the midst of It Aunt Calverley.
spoke: “How long had you been behind
Aunt Calverley was bursting with
those vines? Did you dare eavesdrop?”
news.
Mrs. Alston was certain of It
"Certainly. I love to confound provthe minute she set eyes on her. There
erbs.” Ivor said audaciously. "Listenwas a certain swelling as of pride in
ers do sometimes bear good of themher own discerning mixed with osten- I selves.
But I know It was wrong.
tations pity for the blindness of her ! I’ll do any penance you muy set me
kinfolk. Still she told nothing out of
j after"—
ibe common until after the midday
"After what?” Marcia asked ns he
dinner, when she had begun veering stopped tentatively, Ills eyes entreatdelicately to the subject of her depar- ing.
ture.
sweetAlthough the length of her visit
"After the wedding day.
was always as lixed as the laws of the
heart." he said. Tlieu. heedless of othMedea and Persians, she felt sadly ers present, he took her in his arms.
slighted if in the last hours of it she
was
not begged to make It longer.
Wiles of the Medicine Man.
Mrs. Alston bad Just said. wl*h a comHere Is a brief account of the wiles
mendable show of heartiness. “I'm of the southwestern medicine man as
sine there's nothing to call you home—
described in George Wharton Janies’
you bad just as well stay with us until
story. "The Indians of the Painted
came.
revelation
when
the
Monday."
Desert Region:”
foolish
be
I
never
shan't
“I hope
The ways of the Havasupai mediwelcome
anyenough to wear out uiy
cine men arc similar to those of fakirs
vireturned
wheres," Aunt Calverley
I have seen
in all lands and ages.
“I know you two will be
ciously.
Rock Jones after examining a patient
see
wantin’ to go right off and
your jump up and excitedly exclnim: "I can
new neighbors.
Of course you know
see Into your head and all through your
Ive Morris is fetchin’ home Ids wife brains, down
your throat and into your
nd twins. ’Oon't tell me you hadn't stomach, through your kidneys, bladmuch! Well.
der. intestines, as id you are sick, very
j neurd? And him here so
I am astonished. But men air queer—
sick, very heap sick. But I am a good
■l>ecially the Morris men. IIow else medicine man. I can cure you sure; I
did the old major have six sons and can cure you quick.
But you must
Just this one grandson? And Ive’s promise to give me $5. Don’t forget 1
father was the wildest of the lot.
must have $5.”
May lie that's why I mistrusted bis son
In one case with which I was familYou won't iar the medicine man declared that the
so
from the very lirst.
( make me believe he's hrlnglu’ the wife heart of one sick man had gone away
of his own good will and pleasure. 1
to the topmost peak of one of the cank believe there's been trouble between
yon walls. It would cost several dol'em. and she's bryught the gentleman
lars to charm It back, but he could do
How do I
op with a round turn.
It
Yielding to the pleadings of the
know? You know he has got Peggy
man without the heart, he began to exHenderson to keep house for him. ercise his charms and Incantations, and
*1“.“
unv
VJU lilt? HU)
the next day he came In and declared
Brook to ask Peggy If she reckoned I
he had seen It return during the early
come
to
could get her daughter Fanny
morning hours and his patient would
was
fall.
lue
next
and quilt for
Peggy
recover.
His prognostication was cora
flustered I couldn't hardly get
to
rect.
The man was soon well and
had
sent
Ive
sensible word out of her.
strong and paid his six dollar fee for
her a telegraph: ‘Cornin' home .Saturhaving his heart returned to him with
for
Mrs.
day. Prepare adjoining rooms
| lue gratitude and thankfulness.
Morris and twin children’
“Why didn't you tell us yesterday?
An UnuMual Suicide.
t would love to have made a cake for
That it la posslole to commit suicide
those children.
Peggy Henderson's
hy simply bolding one's breath has
cake la always as heavy as she is.”
been clearly proved by a despondent
ttarda Interrupted so gayly her mother
Norwegian, who killed himself In this
gave her a look of udoriug pride. "Now
very unusual manner. When he deterft's too late.” Marcia ran on. "Do stay
mined to die he closed his mouth and
The
aver Sunday. Aunty Calverley.
nostrils and by mere force of will preMorrises will surely come to church.
vented his lungs from doing their propPd like to know what you think of
er work.
ter."
This case Is the more remarkable as
But there was uo luring Aunt Calthere has long been a popular notion
Morris.
of
Ivor
talk
from
away
rerley
that no human being could by mere
His sins, actual and potential, beguiled
will power stop the action of the lungs
her Into staying until sundown, alfor more than one or two minutes. For
miles.
drive
ten
she
had
to
though
this reason It attracted much attention,
Marcia endured It all wonderfully—
tnd a French writer, commenting on It,
understood.
never
bow
she
quite
lust
liys:
Ihe did not break down even at her
“To persons of good taste who are
wistful
comforting
Mother’s
only
weary of life this method of commitlocked her fingers hard and said, gazting suicide will certainly commend lttng far away Into the glowirg sunset:
lelf, one reason being because the body
mamsle?
It
he
true,
shouldn’t
♦Why
Is not disfigured thereby and another
fcor Morris has looked love at me and
because the act can be committed in
ipoken It, but never a word of marany place and at any time. It Is true
tlage”—
that sensitive or nervous persons will
“IIe~he— called me •mother’ the very
never be able to kill themselves In this
ast time I saw him.” Mrs. Alston said
manner, for, simple as It seems, the
"I tell you he Is not
Temulously.
let of retaining one's breath until death
Wicked”—
one
N'o; perhaps only weak.” Marcia comes can only be performed by
who Is either unusually phlegmatic or
*nld. drawing her mother within her
endowed with a very strong will.”
trms.
and 1 am
“He

j

pk

Squash,
Tomatoes, lb
Sweet potatoes,
lettuce,
Spinach, pk
Celery,

12014
....18

t«n

18

2ft

12

£15
10

Fruit.
2A Oranges, dos
12 Lemons doz

Apples, pk
Cranberries, qt

02
i»3
04
02

Yellow-eye
Pea,

A0

.369.46
2ft 030

Groceries.

Coflee

per

ft

Rio,
Mocha,
Java,
Tea—j»er

.169-23
36
3ft
.459.66
.SO9 65

Oo?ongv

Sugar—per
Granulated,

05>4

.05*
.05

worth Residents Ask For.

50
7 50

7 50
70*

This is the statement of

Flour, Orsln and Feed,
50
Flour—per bhl—
Oats, bu
4 25-05 75 Shorts—baa— 1 ,15®1 2ft
1 3ft Mixed feed, baa
Corn, 100 lt» bag
Oorn meal, baa
1 8ft
1 25 01 .*»
Cracked corn,
1 25 Middlings, bag
1.00
Leave.

Rice, per ft
.06ft.08
Pickles, per gal .45 £.66
Olives, bottle
.269-76
Vinegar—per gal—
Pure elder,
.20
Cracked wheat,
.Oft
.04
Oatmeal, per lb
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
Graham,
.04
Rye meal,
Granulated meal, 02 >4
Oil—per gal—
.669.7')
Linseed,
IS 915
Kerosene,

Profit* of

n

The testimony of
Yon

|

career

C5
Tongues, each
loglft
Mutton,
Spring lamb, IO3I8

“Soy,

Snhsorihe fo>- Thk. Amkkio^s

papa,” asked

readily investigate it.

can

Gray, wife

Buckingham’s Dye

Howard
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bOet* of

Geo. Wood*s hill, says:
tacks of
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“I have

backache, weakness
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across

Nashua, N H

& Co

Hall

or

four years.
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more

at
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when my
or

that 1
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to go to bed- and

some
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was

stay there for

time.

might

As

kidneys

be

overexcited, the secretions

ular, particularly

were

night.

tt,

me

Moore's drug store for

Monthly Regulator has brought happiness to
hundreds of anxious women. There I* positive,
ly uo ether remedy knowu to medlcul science
tiuu wttt so quickly and safely do the work.
Longest and most obstinate irregularities from
any canse relieved immediately. Success guar,
anteed at any stage. No pain, danger,or Inter,

Irreg-

Wiggin &

box.

If the first

a

efictal results guaranteed in every Instance. No
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladles
whom we never see. W rite for further partlcnlars and free confidential advice. Do notput oaf
too long. All letters truthfully answered. Be.
member, this remedy is absolutely safe endec
every possible condition and positively leaves
no after ill effect upon the health. Sentby malt,
securely sealed, $2.00. Money letters should be
registered. Dll. J. W. EMMONS CO., lift Tro.
mont St., Boston, Maas.

Ells-

our

had not helped i never would have bought
a second or followed up the treatment
by

taking a third

and

fourth.

a

From the

results obtained 1 have the greatest faith
in Doan’s Kidney Pills.”

We

For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cent?.
by Foster- Miiburn Co., Buf-

alo, N. Y.,

sole

agents

States.
Remember the
no

name, Doan’s, and take

substitute.

jRft¥E9JH
MEM

GASN0W4

OPPOSITE U S. PATENT OFFICE

WASHINCTON.C.C.

iV

I A n I£ C Who Have Used Them
LftUlLO Recommend as the BEST

Brown’s
Instant
Relief

»H. HOti'g
8 Ur Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

Immediate relief, no dinner, no pain.

IJied for year • by leading specialist!. Hundred!
ofU_
monial*. A trial will convince
you of their intrinaic valae
in case of supprewnon.
Send ten centa for sample aia2
book. All Drniortatjorby mail #1.50box.

will prove it* worth in
sadden Hines*; it's in the
medicine. Prevents Cold*
^
and the Grippe; cares Indigestion and Acute Rowell I
Trouble*; heals Cuts, j&aises, 11
Sprains and Burns.
f
MONKV KEFl^DED 1
if it faiTs when used as directed. I
All dealers sell it.
Prepared by the

“what la a woman
“She’s wbat
twice before she speaks?”
they call a rrute, my dear,” answered the
knowing parent.

promptly obtain II. 8. and Foreign

PATENTS

the United

for

Have relieved hundreds of

ference with work.

cases where others hare railed. The mostdifflU
cult cases soccer* fully treated by mail,and ben.

Heading

go to

Maine.

Dr. Emmons’

or

expected,

about Doan's Kidney Pills in
worth papers led

week

a

either weakened

were

at

Ellsworth,

these at-

of

PARC HER,

APOTIIECABI.

kidneys, varied by dull aching for three

little

of

druggists or R P.

Gray (seaman), Hurry road, just beyond

Cordelia,
called who thinks

Acme

Want your moustache or heard a
beautiful brown or rich black ? Use

neighbor.

a

proof should convince you.

Mrs. Howard

|

Lamb:

Ellsworth

an

citizen.

Mailed

niorkatlr Kunner.

Hobart Pasha during Ills adventurous
took part in the American civil
war under the name, of Captain RobMolasses—per gal—
erts as a blockade runner. He had an
.35
Havana,
.60
Porto Rico,
exciting time, and many of his escapes
.60
Syrup,
were truly marvelous, as described in
Lumber and Building Materials.
his book.
Never Caught.” According
1 26
Lumber—per M—
Spruce,
136
13314 Hemlock,
to his statement, forty ships were capHemlock,
Hemlock boards, 13 3l« Clapboards—per M—
Extra spruce,
16 320
24926 tured out of sixty-six that left England
Spruce,
20 3*25
Suruce floor,
Suruce, No. J
20340 and New York to run the blockade
Pine,
20360 Clear pine,
25960
during the war. Some idea of the profExtra pine.
Matched pine.
50
2032ft
its may be formed from the fact that
Shingles—per M—
Laths—per M—
3 26
extra
2.50
Cedar,
Spruce,
women’s stays bought in England for
*•
2 75
2 00
Hemlock,
clear,
"
2d clear,
2 26 Nalls, per ft
13 pence sold in Wilmington, one of the
.040.06
"
160 Cement, per cask
150
extra oue,
principal blockade running ports, for 12
1 26 Lime, per cask
95
No. i,
"
.75 Brick, per M
scoots.
7911 shillings, and cotton bought at twoWhite lead, pr ft .059X8
I pence a pound in Wilmington sold for
Provisions.
! half a crown a pound. The number of
Pork, ft.
Beef, ft:
16 j ships captured does not give an adeSteak,
.153-30
Steak, ft
12 9.2ft
16
Roasts.
quate idea of the loss sustained, as
.06
.080.10
Pigs’’feet.
Corned,
18
Ham. i>er ft
169-20 many were burned, sunk or run ashore
Tongues,
.13
Shoulder,
.06908
Tripe,
to prevent them from falling into the
18
Veal:
hands of the cruisers.—Chambers’ Jour20
8alt
i0
Steak,
10
Roasts,
lO9.ll
Lard,
nal.
B,

Coffee—A A
Tellow, C

Ayer’s Pills are- good pills.
You know that.* The best
family laxative you can buy.

50
7

The origin of the phrase “French’
leave” is traced back to a custom begun In France and imitated in England. common enough in the eighteenth century, of going away from a
social gathering without taking formal
Ipare of host and hostess.
This is abundantly clear from two
extracts written in 1775.
The first is
from Chesterfield’s “Principles of Politeness:” “As the taking what is called a French leave was introduced that
oh one person’s leaving the company
the rest may not be disturbed, looking
at your watch does what that piece of
politeness was designed to prevent.”
So also Jekyll: “French etiquettes
are precise to a degree.
I will allow
that .taking French leave is easy and
natural: but. on the contrary, there is
more formality In entering one assembly here than in taking the round of
routs for n whole winter in London.”
As a disclaimer to this derivation the
Fterach. on their part, have the phrase,
“se retirer a 1’Anglaisc”—“to take English leave”—with the same significance.

SO *35
Poultry.
Chickens...29
Fowl.14 g'ti

Tsgstsblsa.
20 Turnips, lb
* A
Beets, !h
08 Cabbage,
*
04 Carrots, B>
lJ Beans—per qt—

Good Pills

If Not, What Better Proof Can Ells-

The

B5?(j*h laid, per dos.

.W*.*.'.' .**.**.

Are You Satisfied?

12*

Wood—per cord
Coal—per Sonso
*>ry hard, ft no
Broken,
8 0005 00
Dry soft,
Stove,
fundings per load
1 «0#1 W
Nut,
5.00
Buttings, hard
Blacksmith's

French

Best loose, per ton.
Baled..
Straw.

25
14 «1«
14

*»

Sen trout,

Smelts,

Neufchalel.......06

Potatoes

18

no

Fuel.

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per lb.16 01*
Best dairy (new).
16
Dutch (Imported).,.....
90

Baled...

10018 Lobtueri*.
25*30 Hlueflsn,

atJbfrtrsnnnrte.

fflrtnral.

20

qt
Oy«ter», qt

5K

Finnan liuMle

?8
Creamery per fc.
Dairy.18 a,A
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AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST

Norway MedicineCo.,
Me.
*

ca,. Cjx 1930. BOSTON. MAS8.

Norway,
Send for Testimonials.

TRY

ONE

Perfection

IN FOUNTAIN PEN CONSTRUCTION.

Quaker City Self-Filling Fountain Pen.
No Dirt, Blots
Fountain Pen Perfection.
The Quaker City Self-Filling Fountain
Pen Fills Itself and thereby

Fills

a

Long-felt

Only
can

fountain pen that

never

be filled from any inkwell,

Want.

men,

Spilled Ink.

or

spills ink,

Greatest

anywhere!

students, school children—all who

inks the

never

use a

gift

fingers,

needs,

filler,

no

of the year for business

pen!

Free Pres$.

Any reliable time saver is eagerly!
welcomed by the modern business man.
Probably the most forceful illustration :
of this condition of things in recent
years was the enthusiasm with a hich
It
the fountain pen was greeted.
j
seemed to mean the saving of so much I
time and annoyance for so many
people that its sale was simply phe-:
nomenal.

But the fountain pen was not by any
perfect and its users soon discovered that the bother was only con-'
centrated, instead of being dispensed
with. The finest fountain pen would:
write indifferently well as long as there
was ink in it, but when that gave out
our busy man had to stop, unscrew an
inky cap, hunt around for a filler and
the particular ink recommended by the
manufacturers of that particular pen
and so on through a long process of

j

—

annoyance.
The manufacturers of the Quaker
City Self-Filling Fountain Pen have

produced

overcome all this bother and
tool which
a
easy to use as if one were

is as
writing with the tiller needed for the old
pen. There is nothing to unscrew,
nothing to squirt, nothing to lose or
Its construction is
get out of order.
simple and substantial and the operation of filling it so simple that you
wonder nobody thought of it before.
It.is merely necessary to dip the pen
pressing it slightly, lift up as usual
and go on writing. Its capacity is no
less than the bothersome kind.
We feel that we are not over-praising the Quaker City Self-Filling Fountain Pen when we say that it repreof fountain pen
sents the acme

practical writing

simply

GREAT GIFT.

A

COSTS SI.
Looks

as

well and works far better than any

means

ui

Doesn't get
lasts

long

high-priced

order, doesn’t write by fits and

out of

perfectly

and writes

Money refunded

and

LY SATISFIED.
tain pen

Syringe

as

the

no

Used in

As far ahead

modern

one

is

if you

of the

ahead

are

and

well,

ENTIRE-

not

$70

a

Business Houses all

of the

quill.

No

y

812 Drexel Bldg,

Philadelphia,
Enclosed find

Gross to Wholesalers.
^

matl

over

^

old-fashioned foun

used.

^

V

'^Leading

simply

Protected bv Patents.

questions asked

Pa.
812JDrexel Bldg., Philadelphia,
|

the market.

$1 Brings It to Your Door.

Quaker City Fountain Pen Co.

I

on

all the time.

It Cost S3,700 to Perfect.

9

»

pen

Built

starts.

or

one

achievement”.

—

worships beauty,

AMU MAASC4R*.

Country Produce.

Hotter.

eyes!"
“No more than we do.
Therefore
all of Tin must stay away.” Ivor Morsis said, coming around the corner of
the pinzzn.
Madeira vines grew so
rank there they hid everything. Ivor's
eyes danced a bit. but his mouth was
He half led. half
grave and even set.
dragged, a very pretty woman, whom
he seated unceremoniously beside Mrs.
Alston. "YVe walked across the woods,
Melainle and l, on purpose to ask your
good offices. Melalnie is Mrs. Morris,
but not my wife. That honor belongs
to my cousin Graham, who didn't know
he was a Morris until sir weeks back.
It seems Ills mother, when very young,
married privately my wild Uncle Royal, disagreed with him and ran away
from him before Graham was born.
Tlie day after she left Uncle Roy broke
his neck In the hunt, hut it was months
before tils widow knew it YYben she
dhl know she married an old lover,
who adopted her son and brought him
I am. It seems, very
up ns his own.
like my uncle. When she saw me the
first time, just after I came here, she
broke down and told me the whole
story. She did not know how uiueh
of the Morris fortune was entailed or
that In proving Graham the eldest
heir male I was half beggaring myself. All that lias, however, settled ItGraham is a trump.
He will
self.
take over High Itrook on necouut of
the twins. Still I'm not so bad a match
I don't dare ask Marcia to marry me.
I've been on the |H>liil of doing It fifty
times at least But who could bo brutal enough to ask a princess to exist

WRIGHTS

A bushel of Liverpool sail shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shad
weigh 70 rounds.
The standard weight of a bushei of potato?
lu good order and tit for shipping, Is 60 pou* ts;
of apples, 44 pounds
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order mul fit for shipping, is 6*2 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, rutabagz turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 66 pounds; of onions, .TO
pounds; of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rye ami
Indian meal, AO pounds; or parsnips.*A pounds,
of barley anu buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats.
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prim quoted below are the retail prices
at Ellsworth.
Farmers can easily reckon from
these what thev are likely to receive In trade
or cash for their product*.

Frenh KUh.
00 ClAIDB,

nod.
Haddock,
Halibut,
MacMrel, each

Wrdwmoat, January 9,1904
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Quaker City Self-Filling

Ctje ^llewovtl) American.
LOCAL AND POLITICAL

A

JOURNAL

PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE,

BY THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager.
Subscription Price—$2 00 a year; * 1 00 for fix
month*; 50 cents for three months; If paid
strictly in advance, t• 50, 75 and 38 cents
respectively All arrearages are reckoued at
the rate of $2 par year.
Advertising Rates—Are reasonable, and will
be made known on application.
Business communications should be addressed
to, and all money orders made payable to The
EllsHancock coohty Publishing Co.,
worth Maine.
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supposed
proof.
If the appalling consequences

of

Washington, D. C„ Jan. 4 (special)—
The work of starting off to the third Maine
district thousands

a

fire could happen in such a building,
what are the chances in any one of a
thousand others in the United States?
It is small compensation for such
an awtul loss of life to begin an in-

of select

packages

of

garden and flower seeds has begun here
quota of these seeds for senators

annual

members of

and

The

Burleigh’* direction.

under ex-Gov.

Congress will

soon

be

ready but there must be a franked slip,
properly addressed, for every one of the

of all other theatres, with a
view to making them safe or closing
them up, but it is perhaps better than
nothing. The startling discovery has

spection

thousands of

that go out.
have each the

quota

already been made that but one of
Chicago’s many play-houses is built

as

member of the

a

The

packages

two Maine senators

same

But

House.

and maintained according to law, and
all but this one have been summarily
This action may be drastic,
closed.

the State.

Under Secretary-of- Agriculture Wilson
groat care has been exercised to secure the
choicest varieties of seeds, as well as seeds
be suitable for the climates

would

that

they are seut. Of
occasionally packages of

and localities to which

The
before assuming office.
and
governor appointed B. E. Tracy,
was nominated for a second term
he
MOON'c PHASES.
Charles H.
10:4 and elected in 1902.
0:47
rt
43* New
I / a. n
3
®Moon
of Bar Harbor, has already anWood,
I
3:4
4:10
F*rst
nc
9
_P Quarter ZO p.n/ nounced his candidacy for this office.

of The

American is
2,375 copies.

are

destined to live and to prosper.
Several spasmodic attempts had
been made to establish a newspaper
in Ellsworth before the advent of
The American, but they had all
failed, mainly because of the narrowness of the field they prescribed for
their editors seeming to
care less for the printing of the news
than for expressing their own opinions.
Mr. Sawyer reversed this order; he

themselves,

collect the
began systematically
news, not only of the town, but also
Df the county, and while he
had
opinions, and on occasion expressed
them with vigor, he never overlooked
to

the fact that his readers cared more
for the news itself than they did for
his ODinions of the news.
tiis persistence in this policy gained
for the paper a large constituency

our

and
Miles is a Massachusetts man,
Gamaliel Bradford thinks he would
carry that state.

made

tbe

over

county

weather

Lamo'ue

republican opposition,
vast

Senator Hale and other wise

It is

he did

interests it would
While he was conferring with

not reckon what

men

how to

get votes for tbe bill, and scurrying hither
and thither to keep the line of bis friends

intact,
North Orland is certainly a good place
to raise hogs. Coal Gray recently killed a
hog that weighed 519 pounds. Fred Gray,
the mail carrier, also killed a yearling
that went a little better than 500 pounds.

tbat

he

had

to

only

object

oue

8,

consider tbe

to

Maine four

representatives in Congress for four years more. To
do that the membership of t he House had
to be increased from 357 to 33b, so that tbe
was

assure

purchase of tbe

hand, by

of

reason

his

success

In

that

capital stock of tbe Washington County tight, will prove tbe making or unmaking
railroad, aud to see if the stockholders of presidents and vice-presidents. The
thoroughout the county, regardless will authorize the management of tbe membership of the House is now based on
of widely differing views on public Maine Central to guarantee the payment his
All elections for President
plan.
affairs. The paper was intensely re- of the principal and interest of certain and fur Congress will be based on it till
uew bonds of tbe Washington County.
from
the
after apportionment for 1910 goes into
publican
beginning; repub-

licans read it because it was republican; democrats read it in spite of its

republicanism.
It was Mr. Sawyer’s principle to
make The American first of all a
news paper; he was loyal to his friends,
courteous to his enemies—for he had
them—and he kept his paper clean
and dignified.
Alter

ruling tne editorial chair, the
peer of any of his contemporaries, for
eighteen years, he laid aside the
editorial pen. The example he set in
the general conducting of the paper
has been followed by his successors,
of whom there have been four, and it
is doubtless by doing so that the
paper has been enabled to maintain
the remarkably strong hold it has
upon its constituency—and this in
spite of the many attempts that have
been made to break it.

Sawyer

made The
American a
county paper when it was the only
paper in the county; his successors
have, now that there are others,
made it the only county paper, and it
shall be the earnest endeavor of the

present management

to

maintain it

in its present position.
It would be gross injustice not to
give the credit they so well deserve to
the faithful and efficient corps of correspondents, who for years past, have

co-operated,and who now so loyally cooperate with the editor in making the
paper reflect from week to week the
life of the county of Hancock. They
now number nearly a hundred, and
every week a group of from forty to
sixty tell the news of their localities.
It is to be doubted if any weekly
of
Maine (barring,
newspaper in

weekly editions of several
dailies) prints a larger grist of county
correspondence than does The Amer-

course, the

ican.

It is not withont some pride, therefore, that we thns refer to the past,
take satisfaction in the present, and
venture to express the belief that the
future will bring no discredit upon a
paper that has for so long assumed
and maintained the position it now
holds among its subscribers and con-

enect.
An Ellsworth

man

went into

a

store

on

Tbe pivotal character of states In a
during one of tbe cold days ^presidential election, and also In Conthis week and bought a dozen eggs, for
gressional election, is somewhat changed.
which he paid a good, high price. On his
Some states have a larger proportionate
homeward journey—which was only a
representation under the Burleigh plan
Main street

few

yards—he stopped to chat

hundred

with

acquaintance,

an

remarked

how cold it

incidentally
He reached

they would hive had under the
restricted plan, proposed by Representative, now Senator Hopkius, of Illinois,
than

passed

home and

thought

and
was.

the eggs to his wife, who
mistake bad been made, as the

a

and other House leaders.

Tbe Burleigh plan will go far
helping President Rjoaevelt,

eggs rattled like walnuts. The children
are now using the eggs, which were frozen

events

solid, for marbles.
The motto “L?ok before you leap” has
down for generations and
generations, but it is a curious fact tbat
a person has uever suggested the thought
of “thinking before looking”. If there
hud

been

t ver

would

a

motto like the latter it

that Gideon L.

never

is

Joy, of Hancock,

have received

the shock to

bis system that ha experienced when he
looked into a hole in the ground and
found

a

big, black bear about three Inches

from

his

Joy,

Mr.

nose,

looking into that hole any

did not s'ay
longer than

will decide the fate of
other basis.

probably have made the bear laugh if he
had stayed to witness Mr. Joy’s sprinting

tive and Mrs.

When

Mr.

Joy

was

returned

nowhere

to

with
be

candidates otherhave

been

Senator and Mrs. Hale and

Burleigh

are

Burleigh

Representa-

and Miss

Ctbelyn

Invited to tbe diplomatic

ception at the

his

White

House

about

are

fortunate

There is quite a
good prospect that
Qov. Burleigh will attain to an important
chairmanship in the next House. If that
comes about, he will be the first of tbe
four present members from Maine to have

has been in poor health for
two years, and part of tbe time

as

usual.

He had

chores at tbe barn and

just

such

was

finished tbe

returning to
the house, when be fell forward and bled
to death in five minutes.
Mr. Ridley was a prominent man about
town, having for several years been selectman of Binehlll.
was

Fire at Fast JBluehill.
Charles A. Candage’s house at East Bluehill, was burned to the ground early Monday morning. The bouse was occupied
by A. T. Linnekln and family, who barely
escaped in their night clothes.
The fire evidently started about the
chimney and spread with such rapidity
temporaries.
tbat it was impossible to save any of the
furniture or clothing.
The Chicago Holocaust.
Mr. L'nnekin was at Vinal Haven at tbe
The frightful catastophe at Chicago time of the fire. Mrs.
Candage and son
last week, whereby nearly 600 people, boarded with Mrs. Linnekln.
and
lost
their
children,
There was a partial insurance.
largely women

are

bills.

_

UKDiMMi

CLEARING SALE!

BULLS.

through January we shall offer goods in
every department of our store at a substantial reduction
from regular prices. This mark-down will cover all goods for
and

to

which

HALEY RANDALL.

The marriage of Mias Olive Beatrice,
daughter of Mrs. Louise A. Haley, of
Princeton, to Rufus Starkey Randall, of
i Freeport, was solemnized at the First
Baptist church in Princeton Wednesday
evening, Dec. 30, at 7 o’clock, Rev. C. H.
McElbeny, of Ashland, a friend of the
bride, performing the marriage ceremony,
using the double ring Episcopal form.
Mrs. Stephen L.
Peabody, organist,
played the bridal march from Lohengrin,
as the wedding party entered the church

TO-DAY

BEGINNING

some

contested, and the ratification of treaties, while the House has little to do iexcept to pass the appropriation

in the

Jamet

bell of mistletoe.
After the reception the bridal party
were served with sapper at the
bride’s

suspended a

table which

yellow

prettily

was

decorated

with

The bride’s gift to her

and white.

maid-of-honor

was

to his

a

best

gold locket;
man

a

teal

the

ring;

the u-hers gold scarf pins, and to the
little pages, seal rings.
Mr. and Mrs. Raudall left during the
evening for a Bhort trip, after which they
will re tide in Ogontz, P«.

to

staple

continue

many lines of
merchandise will be sold at the lowest prices of the
an

immediate sale is

and

demanded,

M. GALLERT.

.

Our Clearance Sale of Fashionable, Ready-to-Wear
We bought
Garments for Ladies, Misses and Children.
and
Misses’
of
Lad
es’
a
in
December
Cloaks,
quantity
early
which
and
must
Dress
be
RainCoats. Suits,
Walking Skirts,
sold regardless of profit or loss. All Garments will be
marked down from 25 to 50 per cent., and we w ill make even

Cotton Dress Goods

I

county conventions
Representative Gillet’s congressional
district, in New York state, have recently
met, and a majority of them elected delegates for ex-State Senator J. Sloat Fasan

honor.

The

in

sett’a nomination next
Mr.

Gillet

is

now

House committee

on

summer.

chairman

of

public buildings

tbe

Housekeeping: Linens

Separate Skirts

from *2.50 to 5; none higher, as tills
assortment is very much broken, we
put a separate price on each lot.

Petticoats.
*1.00 Petticoats for * .70
.09
1.50
2.00
1.49
2.50
3.00

**

Pain in

Burleigh would
line of promotion.
The
the next in
of
the
committee on pubchairmanship
is
one of the
lic buildings and grounds

Department

have just received about *2^
of new Hamburg Embroidery

Black Silks.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
and Pills

Dress Goods.

Many qualities of Cheviots, Zibeliues, Venetians, marked down to very

Couch (’overs marked down a dollar
on a

Cover.

Cnre dyspepsia, invigorate and tone low
prices.
the whole digestive system.
Remnants,

lost.
Will finder please return to the
postoffice? This request is on the tag
attached to the bunch.

lings. An Squares and Carpet Rugs
in the most desirable —to make'room for new Spring Goods
styles of the fall season at less than in our Carpet Department we have
cost.
made a general mark-down in prices.

KEY8—

Spttfal Xottccs.
ANNUAL MEETING.
annual meeting of the stockholders
of the Union Shoe Manufacturing Comwill be held at the office of the company
n Ellsworth, Maine, ou tie second Wednesday of January, 1904, at 4 d'clock p. m. for the
following purposes:
First. To cno se a board of irectors for
said corporation for the ensuing year.
Second. To transact any other business
that may legally come before said meeting.
A. W. Kino, Clerk.
Ellsworth, Maine. January 2. 19c4.

THE
f>any

ANNUAL MEETING.
FfNHE annual meetingof the stockholders of
th- Hancock Co. Agi (cultural Society
X
will be held at the town hall. Bluebill, WedJan. 13. 1904 at 2 o’clock p. m to act
nesday,
upon the following business, to wft: To hear
the report of Secretary, to hear report of
the Treasurer, to elect a board of directors,
to transact any other business legally before
said meeting.
C. 8. Snowman, Sec’y.
Bluebill. Jan. 1, 1904.
NOTICE.

Our Clearance Sales are usually well attended and appreciated by our customers.
We don’t have a Clearance Sale
but once a year, but when we do have one it is a record
breaker.
Secure what you can of these Bargains as you will
never get any more for your money than while thist-ale is on.

M. GALLERT.
EDWIN M. MO ORE.

►o*#

SPECIAL NOTICE.
not trespass in Cuniculocus Park. I
demand protection to life and property
from the county of Hancock, the State nf
Maine, and the united States of America.
Mary C. Fret* Austin.

DO

dottier la ail kluila of

|

Freak, aut.i Smoked and Dry

^
2
2

FISH.

FOOTWEAR L°urd8S£inrme”

The J. T. Crippen Store.

Therefore

Lace
We

Stomach

MS $£>■&

one.

Sacques, Kimonos and Bath ltobes.
-_-/

Shirt Waists.

and

be

We will sell you our $1 Wrapper at
7«c., our $1.25 Wrapper at 99c., and
$1.50 Wrapper at $1.19.
The mark down includes Dress#

1.90
2.25

grounds, tbe place long held by tbe late
HEREBY release to my miner son, WoodHATS AND CAPS.
Representative Mliliken, of tbe third I bury M. Gilley, his time during the remainder of his minority. I shall claim none
Chairman
Next
to
on
district.
Gillet,
of his aruings nor pay any debts of hi- consits
that committee,
A. O. Gilley.
Representative tracting after this date.
Southwest Harbor. Jan. 1,1904.
Bartboldt,of Missouri, and next comes
Lumbermen
Gov. Burleigh.
NOTICE.
nlty to get good outfits cheap.
annual
Bartholdt
now
has
of
the
As representative
one
Ellsworth Loan
meeting
A sociatiou for the election
THE& Building
chairmanship, being one of tbe older of officers
will he held January 18, 1904. at 7.30
members of the House in point of ser- p. m., at the rooms of the First National Bank
of ELsworth.
Henry W\ Cushman,
vice, he may prefer to retain his present
Secretary.
chairmanship, rather than take the new
Gov.

Wrapper Mark Down

pieces
3.50
2.50
To Fix State G. O. I*. Convention.
ranging in price from 5 to 50c. pe.
We
small
lot
of
black
and
have
a
A meeting of the republican State cum* i
The goods are very attracts
yard.
mittee ha- been called at he Hallowed colored Silk Taffeta Skirts on which
and offered at a low price.
we put a low price.
house. Hallowed, at 8 o’clock p. ni., Jan
22, to tix tne time and place of the State
Buy your Corsets, Hosiery and Ifji
c onvention
wiich will meet to cho au ( SILK,
WOOL and COTTON
derwear of us. You will get the lies
delegates to the republican national con- •
venrion.
for the money. As a special induce
The State convention will be held in i
merit we will sell you during this salt
April.
The entire stock of Shirt Waists are
all of our Hosiery and Underwear—at your disposal at less price than we
the
atmnrtistnunts.
paid for them. We have a lot of Vel$ 25 grade at 19c
vet and Corduroy Waists; the prices
'•
5o
89c
were *3.50, 4 and 3, which we offer at
3
l.oO
79c
*2.49.
This is a saving for you.
It has been said that a healthy perWe have also a large amount of
son doesn't know he has a stomach.
We will sell you
high grade Mercerised Washable
How unhealthy the dyspeptic most be!
10c Outing Flannel for 8c
Waists, which were *2.5o, 3, 3.50 and
He feels as if he were all stomach,
19c Flannelette for
8c
4.50, which wilt be sold at this sale at
••
and one thing that makes him feel so
121-2c
9c
*1 90.
is that pain at the pit of t:»e stomach—
Prints at
5c
sometimes
an
“all-gone feeling* V
and Sheetings at very low prices.
sometimes a “burning sensation.**
“I suffered from painH in my stomach !
We shall give some very unusual
Tapestries, Lace Curtains and Hug
and could not eat. An old gentleman told
values in Hlack Silks, including Taffe- —Exceptional values.
me to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which I
Hlack l'eau
did. and after the use of four bottles I tas from 49c. upwards.
Plain Muslin Curtains at 49, 59, 79.
gained my uppetite, and I was soon com- de Soie from *9c, upwaids.
99c. and $1.49; Keduced from a very
pletely cured, so that now I feel like a new
On no account would I be without
much higher price.
man.
BLACK and COLOKEI)
Hood’s Sarsaparilla in my house.” Henry
A lot of Net Curtains—value $2.50.
Callan, 71 Commercial St., Portland, Me.
8 and 8.50, reduced to $2.25.

Thursday

of this week.

very welcome to those who
enough to receive them.

Ridley

past
confined to his bed, but Tuesday he

presidential appointments,

re-

This is the best of
all the series of official receptions during
the winter, and tbe invitatious to it are

evening

seen,
will

Death at Hast Bltieliill.
East Bluehill, Jau. 5 (special)—William Kidiey, of this place, died at 11.30
to-day from hemorrhage of the lungs.
tbe

of

unoer

Sudden

Mr.

tion

of which

_

has he been seen since. Mr. Joy
likely get his gun first and look afterwards if such a case ever comes up again.
nor

woold

it

necessary to recover from his astonishmtnt, but got up and tbe way he “legged” 'it for home and a gun would

rifle tbe bear

should

happen that make the next presi-

wise than

was

act.

towards

dential contest a close one.
The Burleigh plan will have an effect on
the action of the two national convenmonths
tions, which meet about six
bence. The delegates in both onventions
will be sent by congressional d strict*,
except tbe four delegates at Urge from
each state—these congressional districts
all being arranged on tbe Burleigh apportionment. As that changes tbs proportion of various states, it is by no
close
means remote that, in the event of
ba I lotting for candidates, tbe new plan

been banded

probable

Rale, whose good judgment on such mathas been proven more than once In
times gone by, thinks the date will be
June 1, at least. The Senate has a great
deal of executive buslines, like confirmaters

view; groom’s gift

in

divisor, fixed a** a basis of population for
one representative, would mRke a quoA meeting of the stockholders of the tient of four with Maine’s
population.
Maine Central has been called for Friday,
It may turn out that Gov. Burleigh’s

Jan.

adjournment

Rain Coats

sflect.

July.

Some
tasks of the session are completed.
leaders of the House hope for an
of Congress May 1. Senator

of the

following order: The three ushers.
T. Maxwell, of Saugerties, N. Y..
brother-in law of the bride; John B. Randall, of Freeport, brother of the groom
and David W. Maxwell, of Haugerties,
sacrifices on some to clear our racks quickly.
followed by two pages—Masters William greater
and
John
of
Miss
at
the
or
L.,
Maxwell,
agricultural department
nephews
pasted
at the offices of one of the h»g seed conHaley; Miss Frazier, of New York, maid
tractors. The packages go free of postage, of honor, preceding the bride, who followed with her mother.
being government business.
at *5, 7.50, 9.B5, 12.4'J ami 15: reduced
and Wash Goods.
The bride was met at the altar by the
Senator Hale’s clerks have a’so been
from *10 and 25.
his
for
bis
best
the
addresses
of
To make room for new spring stork
groom, accompanied by
man,
writing
quota
The holiday season, wuen there Millard U. Haley, of Boston.
seeds.
we have marked many,desirable fabis not so much other work to do, offers
During the ceremony Mrs. Peabody
rics at prices to close; Scotch and
soft
strains
» get that task well
the
of
Mendelssohn
•
t
in
p uyed
good opportunity
We
have
some Coats we will sell American Ginghams, Plain and Meras
and
the
left
the
b9
two
hand. It will, however,
or three
Spring Song”,
party
cerized Ginghams, Suitings at w, la 1-2,
months yet before the packages begin to church, Mendelssbohn’a wedding march. you at your own price, on others we
17, 19, 25 and aoc,; formerly ranged
bride's
was
of
The
white
embroid- put the folio wind prices:
arrive in Hancock county.
gown
from 12 1-2 to 50c.
The agricultural department will have ered chiffon with Duchesne lace trim$10.00 Coats for $4.90
the seeds properly put up In packages in mings, the veil being fastened with a
0.00
12.50
One of the Greatest Bargains at this
diamond bar. Sue carried a shower bouthe course of a few weeks, but tbe pack7.00
15.00
sale—About 3u0 high grade Waist
Mrs.
Haley,
ages for Maine must wait on the packages quet of lllies-of-the valley.
9.00
20.00
Patterns—no two alike—three yards
for the southern states, where tbe time mother of the bride, wore an attractive
12.40
25.00
in each Pattern; prices ranged from
for planting comes w hile the snow Is still gown of pale gray crepe de chine, with
white chiffon and applique trimmings.
$1.50 to $.l.5u per Pattern. We offer
deep on tbe ground in Maine.
Tbe two Maine senators and four Maine Miss Frazier wore a charming gown of
this lot at 99c. and $1.49 per Pattern.
white lace with chiffon trimmings, and
members will probably send close to 60
at *5, 7.5o, and lo; reduced from *10, Secure your Waists for the coming
000 packages of different kinds of garden carried a bouquet of yellow roses.
season.
12.50 and 15.
The ceremony was followed by a recepand flower seeds into the State during t bt
tion at the home of Mrs. Haley, on Wet-t
next four montns.
street, where music was rendered
by
When ex-Gov. Burleigh was working Woodbury’s orchestra, of Calais, Mr. and at
We arc making very low prices on
*5, 7.50, 10 and 12.50; reduced from
might and main and night and day some Mrs. Raudall receiving beneath an arch
*i0, 12.50, 15 and 20.
Table
Linens,
Towels, Napkins,
two years ago to get his new apportion- formed by a bay window festooned with
(’rashes, Bedspreads and Blankets.
ment bill through Congress In tbe face of
from the centre of which was
tremendous

Never mind, just think of the hot times
you will have next Fourth of
only six months away.

the

evergreen,

are hoping
prophet has

mistake.

a

till

Suits

COLXTY GOSSIP.

People nil

now

Ladies’ Coats

claim that they
a*e not dead yet having been galvanized into activity by the conduct of

Anti-imperialists

that tne

work

constant

Ladies’ Fuits

“emperor” in Panama, and they
boldly bring forward as their candiVolume 50, No. 1.
date for the presidency, Gen. Nelson
Ellsworth A. Miles. His strength is not of the
This issue of The
American begins the volume that kind which anti-expansionists usWill, when completed, round out a ually prefer, being wholly military
It and even pugnacious, but it is insisted !
half century of the paper’s life.
was on the first Thursday of January, that he would poll some votes be1654, that the late N. K. Sawyer issued cause he got himself reprimanded by
the first number of the paper that the President for imprudent conduct.
was

be

quota
of packages tboronghout his district, the
senators send their quotas anywhere over

died

edition

It will

ember distributes his

where each

OUR ANNUAL MID WINTER

down to their

and Mrs. Ilale attend Reception.

Interest is added to county politics poor seeds, but tbat is the exception
this week by the announcement of which proves the rule.
Ex-Gov. Burleigh has extensive lists of
Lynwood F. Giles, of Ellsworth, that
These
the names of bis constituents.
he will be a candidate at the republilists are turned over to clerks, and the
can county convention for nominaaddresses are now being written. Eacb
tion for county attorney. Mr. Giles
address is on a little oblong slip of paper,
withdrew
but
in
was a candidate
1900,
So one corner of which is a facsimile of
previous to the convention in favor the governor’s signature. That signaof the late Charles H. Drummey, who ture is the frank, which carries the packwas nominated and elected, but who
age, on which the slip is subsequently

This week's

Brth branches of Congress are settled
annual tapirs this week, and

Garden Seeds Started this Way—Sen.

course there

^Quarter

atjbcTtlennrnt*.

the

House.

but it is wise.
How many other mayors will follow Mayor Harrison’s example?

Vr/Moon
p Third

In

chairmanship*

Important

most

WASHINGTON.

FROM

is one of the worst of its kind in
The Iroquois
the world's history.
theatre was the newest, and best
appointed theatre in Chicago, aud
to be practically firewas

lives,

Corner Main and Water streets.
Next door to

ELLSWORTH.

postofflc*

►

Haddock, Halibut, Bluettsh,?
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops,

Cod,

Lobsters and

Fiunan Baddies.

Campbell A True BltU„ R*»i Kua Bridge,
KLLSWOKTH, ML

|

BEADS..
I am

INDIAN

still

selling-i-

BEADWORK

Material aud would like your ord irs.

J. A.

THOMPSON,4eiu.w^rth

FKOM BAR IIARBOR.

superintendent,

and Frank E. Whitmore
charge of the music.
The exercises consisted of singing by

of

I>«*at»i

Nathan

.!.

Salisbury—In-

stallation of Officers Locals
Bar Harbor. Jan. 5 (special)—Nathan
J. Salisbury
«t

bln borne

died

of

cancer

of the stomach

Way man Lsne Tuesday

on

aged slxty-two years and eight

forenoon,

months, alter a Jong and painful illness.
He Is survived by a wlaow, one daughter,
Mrc. E> J> Totten, of Northeast Harbor,
Lowell O ,of Water villa, Everett

two eons,

J., of Bar Harbor, and

one

The funeral

not thought that he had a cancer, but
early last spring the local doctors proHe was taken to the
nounced It such.
Massachusetts general hospital and operated upon twice, and came home assured
that be would

recover.

rally properly from the
operations, and failed gradually. Within
the last two months bin death has been
apprehended at any time. Sunday he
began to fail rapidly, and bis son Lowell,
at Watervllle, was telegraphed to come
But he did not

at once,

as

the end

was

momentarily

ex-

pected.
tuaiisDury'a suneritig
through It all ha watt very patient
A
exhibited remarkable courage.
brother died at Cambridge last October

Brent,

SOUTHWEST HARBOK.
INSTALLATION OP OFFICERS—SPEECHES

Frank

M. Jordan,
died Saturday st her home on Central
avenue, aged twenty-eight years, seven
months and seven days.
Mrs. Jordan wa?»
born at

Sorrento,

and

was

the

daughter

—TURKEY SUPPER—CONCERT AND
BALL—A SOCIAL SUCCESS.

The new masonic bell at .Southwest
Harbor was dedicated by the Masons iaat

of

Mr. and Mrs. William JDounel.
She leaves a husband and five small chil-

batty

a

born

Thursday

Saturday,

birth tho mother survived only a
few hours. The eldest is only eight.
The funerai was he‘d Tuesday afternoon
at 1 o'clock. The interment was at the
Hull’s Cove cemetery.
The following

membership

were

received

evening there

Murray Higgins, Harold Higgins, Arthur Hutchings, Clarence Joyce,
Benj-tmln Messer. Eight others were to
have joined Sunday, but the severity of
the weather kept them at home.
Mrs.

M.

Madconald, pastor of

Congregational church,

left

Monday

for

Jacksonville,

his

vacation

trip

of about

F>a.,

month.

a

on

call to the

church at that

place,

Following

over

Bar Harbor church.

and
and
of

cancer.

He wa cared for with unceasing devotion through hta long Illness by his wife
and daughter.
For over twenty yearn Mr. Salisbury
had had charge of J. Montgomery bears’
estate on the shore, and wan held in high
enteem by Mr. Seam. He was a member
of St. Saviour’s Episcopal church, and
wan one of the church vestrymen.
He had heen a member of the masonic
order for many years. He was loved and
respected by a large circle of friends, and

Arrangements are being made for a
joint installation of officers of Inland
lodge, No. 120, I O. O. F., Mt. Desert encampment and Unison Kebekah lodge,
No. 107, at Odd Fellows hall Wednesday

MAINE CRIMINAL RECORD.
State

thirteen

Maurice C. Rumsey will give the second
series of piano recitals on Monday
evening, Jan. 11, in St. Saviour’s choirroom.
Mr. Rumsey will be assisted by
Miss Frances M. Drink water, coutralto,
of Baugor, who will make her first appearance In Bar Harbor at this recital.
Following Is the programme:
j
1 Rondo Caprlccloso
.Mendelssohn
2 (a) Gavotte (from Suite in G).Bach
(6) Nocturne In F.Schumauu
(ci Marche de Kakoczy.^arr) Liszt
of his

..

8

The

Quest.A.Eleanor

Smith

months;
months;

one

for

seven

for

for

Prison—5

six
year and
year and three

one

one
one

six of the
and

write.

between

eightteu
forty; ten were between forty
thinly
and fifty; seven were between fifty and
sixty. Only four were under twenty years
years

of

were

age;

and

of age.

No convicts

were

committed

Harbor,

and

therefore

firm

a

higher order—the church.
John H. Brimmer, a member of Esoteric
ledge of Masons in Ellsworth, replied to
brothers of the

Mr. Walker’s criticisms in an able manMr. Brimmer had Mr. Walker at a
disadvantage. As he was a member of
ner.

the Masons, he was
speak intelligently on the
sides of the subject, while Mr.
both
Walker, being only a member of the
church, could speak on the church side
the church
iu

a

*nl also

position

to

only.
Brimmer said

Mr.

that,

him,

to

ma-

sonry was second only to the church. He
said that if a man did not belong to the
church and

would,
as

j

if he

did to a masonic order, he
lived up to its teachings, be

prepared to go to
country from whose

well

ered
eller

ever

returns,

longed to the
Brimmer

that

It
a

undiscov-

bourne

the

an

church.

said,

that
man

Is

trav-

no

who

true,

man

live up to its
but It is also true about a man

Mr.
be

may

Mason and not

bea

teachings,
belonging

to tbe church.
Mr. Brimmer said further that
not

believe it possible for

a

man

be did
to at-

lodge of Masons without being
benefited thereby. The working of a degree is such that a man cannot help betend

a

ing better for

what

he

has

seen

and

beard.
Ai 6 o’clock
It

was

turkey

supper was served.
well attended and tbe wants of tbe

patrons

were

a

well

supplied by neatly

sisters of tbe Eastern Star.
For tbe evening entertainment a good
programme bad been arranged and was
well given and well received.
Following
is the
dressed

PHOGKAMMK.

March—Uncle

year.

sixty-seven were unable
Eighteen of them
were married.
Twenty-one of the sixtyand thirty
were between twenty
seven
Only

to read

master

might call them ail brothers, not in
the masonic sense of thu
word, but

will be mourned by the whole

years;

the

he

for Murder, 2 for Manslaughter.
The prison inspectors have c ade their
annual report on the State
community.
prisou at
Tbomantori.
The Installation of officers of Harmony
The report includes the improvements
chapter, O E. 8., was held In the masonic made at the prison during the past year,
lodge room Monday evening, about 100 with recommendations for the coming
members of Harmony chapter and Masons year.
The rolls of accounts show that
there have been gains in several of the
being present.
the installation departments of the prison.
At intervals during
music was introduced. J. Franklin AnThe sixty-seven commitments of the
thony, accompanied by Mrs. Anthony at year comprise thirty different crimes.
the piano, sang several solos In a pleasing Breaking, entering and larceny claimed
manner.
Several songs were reudered by eleven;
burglary, four; simple larceny,
a trio consisting of Harold
Whitmore, ten; murder in the tirat degree, three;
Mrs. murder In the second degree, one; manBert Young and Carl Reynolds.
Anthony played several piano solos in slaughter, two; assault in various forms,
her usual charming manner.
seven.
Polygamy is responsible for two.
Cumberland sent
down
After the installation, refreshments
twenty-one
were served, and the rest of the evening
prisoners; Penobscot, eleven; Androscoggin, six; Waldo, five; Aroostook, Kennespent socially.
The following officers were installed by bec and Piscataquis, four each; Hancock
Deputy-Grand* Matron Mrs. Elizabeth and York, three each; Lincoln and Sagaassisted
Leach,
by
Deputy-Graud- dahoc, two each; Franklin and Oxford,
Marshall Mrs. Arthur Newman: Mrs one each. Knox, Somerset and WashingTena Babbage, worthy matron; Charles F. ton sent no representatives.
Of the sixty seven convicts committed,
Paine, worthy patron; Mrs. Qeorgie Ober,
associate worthy matou; Mrs. Georgia forty-one were of Maine birth; six from
Brewer, secretary; Mrs. Olivia Parker, Massachusetts; eight from Canada; three
treasurer; Mrs. May Wakefield, conduct- from New Hampshire; two each from
ress; Mrs. Lena Lyuam, associate con- Connecticut, Rhode Island, Ireland and
ducires-; Mrs Joseph Stevens, chaplain; j liMiy, Hud one from New York,
Four of the year’s commitments were
Mrs. Ebeu Eveletb, Ada; Mrs. MlHikeu,
Ruth; Miss Alice Hinch, Esther; Mrs. ; for life; one for fifteen years; three for
Lena Hamor, Martha; Mrs. Albion Jor- ten years; one for eight years; one for six
dan, Electa; Mrs. L. B. Deasy, organist; years; six for five years; three for four
Mrs. Cbarlea Shea, marshall; Mrs. Herbert years; seven for three jear?; five for two
Stanley, warder; Ebeu Eveletb, seutlnel. years and six months; fifteen for two
his death

installation

believer in the bible, he said that according to certain passages in that good book,
anything done in secret was not right,
and if it was not right it could not be of
any benefit to a community.
Continuing Mr. Walker said he wished

tbtlr ladies.

to

the

several citizens

on

Southwest

afternoon, Jan. 6, when grand officers of.
the three organizations will be present.
In the evening a ball and supper will be
given at the Casino for Odd Fellows and

Sixty-seven Sent

hall,

and

to

the

Samir,y.... Monaghan's orchestra
Address—(ten minutes) The Owner to the
Patrons.
M K Tracy
Duet— Mrs Arthur Freeman, Mrs May Lawton
diners.Miss
.Julia
litadlng—The
Klttredge
Overture—Songs from the Sunny South,
Monaghan's orchestra
Reading, selected.Bert H Young
Selection—Forsaken. Male quartette
Reading—Karl, the Martyr..Miss Maude Chaffy
Solo—Down in the Deep Blue Sea,
Fred J Higgins
Waltz—Queen of the Roses,

CONVENTION

Death of Rev. George K. Street.
Southwest harbor, Me., )
Jan 4. 1904.
)
To the Editor of The American:
The death of Rev. Ur. George E. Street
at Hartford, Conu., on Saturday, Dec. 26,
brings a deep sense of personal loss to the
many friends who have known biui in
this region. For the past twenty yearn
he had made his summer home here,
where be took

a deep interest in ail matimprovement, and in the
the Congregational church.

ters of local
welfare of

For

the

for remarks.
George R. Fuller, W. W. A. Heath, B. T.
Mowle, John H. Brimmer, Rev. Dean A.
Walker, and J. 8. Mayo responded.
In Mr. Walker’s remarks he severely
criticized the societies in general.
Being
pastor of the Congregational church, of
called

pastor when he accepted the

was

concert

a

was

In

bretbern.

I

While in Jackson-

ville he will assist at the dedication of the

Congregational

manner

was well atteuded.
The Installation of officers took place at
3 o’cloek.in the afternoon in the presence
of many citizens, aiatera of the Eastern
Star and bretbern. The installing officer
waa Past Master M. L.
Allen, of Mt.
Desert, and a word of praise wooid not be
out of place for the able manner in which
he performed his duties.
The officer installed were: 8.8. Moore,
W. M.; Henry Tracy, 8. W.; J. R. Tinker,
J. W.; W. It. Keene, secretary; W. J.
Tower, treasurer; E. F. Richardson, 8. D.;
8. L. Lurvey, J. D..; A. 8. Dolllver, 8. 8 ;
I Harry Browu, J. 8.; J. 8. Mayo, chaplain;
J. 8, Pdtnald, marshall; W. L. Gilley,
I tyier.

of the

Rev. Angus

fitting

a

which

into the

the

visiting

citizens and

Congregational church
at last Sunday morning’s service:
Mr.
and

afternoon in

afternoon there was an installation
of officer*, followed by remarka by several
In t he

whose

which he
has been

Mr.

OF THE NEW MASONIC HALL AT

choir, remarks by the pastor, singing
by the school and recitations, songs, exercises, etc., by the children.

brother, John, dren, including

will be held
at St. Saviour** Episcopal church Thursday afternoon at 2.30.
Mr. Salisbury had been ill for over a
year, and for about five months be bad
been unable to leave his bed.
In the early stage of his Illness It was
of Mt. Desert.

the

Jennie L., wife of

Corrrapontimcr.

DEDICATION

bed

some

years he had been collecting
an extensive work
on the

material

for

history,

literature and

Mount
have

Desert,

come

in such numbers

wide-spread
appearance.
Street was

life of
for which

modern

advance orders
as

to show

a

interest iu^ its expected
Until quite recently. Dr.

intending

to have the mate-

rial iu press by the first of January, so
that it could be issued iu the spring, but

failing

health

delayed

work,

the

and

death will still further postpone its
appearance.
It is hoped, however, that someone may
shortly be found to go on with the work,
so that it can still be ready before the
his

is

summer

over.

So much

work

as

has

been put upon it ought not to fall to the
ground, and it is earnestly hoped that
those who still have some contribution of
material to make will go

Dr. Street

whs

Juuel8,1835,

on

with

their

distinguished ancestry.
graduated from Yale college in
1858, having attained Phi Beta Kappa raok
in scholarship.
He whs graduated from
Andover seminary in 1863, and ordained at
Wiscasset the following year, where he
He

remained till called to the

Exeter, N. H.,

Congregational

1871.
His active pastorate there continued till

church

at

in

about four years ago, when he was made
pastor emeritus. He received the degree
of D. I). from Dartmouth college, and was
a

Gather there in
June Sen. Hale will Preside.
An informal canvas of the Slate nbOffe

that

corporate member of the American
Dean A. Walker.

board.

*

Gov. Hill, the convenstrongly in favor of the en-

in be

Miss

Linn Stetson has returned to To-

gus, after

a

vacation visit at home.

Chanes Lawrence and wife
Frank Mead in Dexter.

are

visiting

John Hubbard is the champion hedgehog hunter of the town, having killed
975.
Arthur M.

Sawyer

has

been

appointed

by the governor, an agent for the prevention of cruelty to animals.
The remains of Henry C. Sprowl, who
died in Bar Harbor on Sunday last, were
brought here for burial.
The week of prayer is being observed
by union services in the Franklin street
vestry and Elm street chapel.
Emerson has moved from
Bucksport Center to Brewer, where he
will reside, having built a house there.
Mahlon

lodge of Foresters will hereafter bold weekly meeting insteal
of
fortnightly.
E. A. Qott and bis daughters Beatrice
and Daisy have moved back from Connecticut, ai d have taken a bouse in the Santiago district.
W. T. Hill and wife returned Wednes
The local

day

from their

have

rooms

wedding trip.

with

Mrs.

They

will

Nettie Hill,

on

Franklin street.

Rebekah lodge beld an election on Monday.
Mrs. Annie Wardwell
was elected N. O.;
Mrs. Emma Bennett,
V. O.; Miss Lizzie Snowman, treasurer,
and Mrs. Annie Jocyleu, secretary.
The store established about forty-five
Rivervlew

years ago by William Fox, and since bis
deatb conducted by his son Howard, will
soon

be closed.

locate in

Mr. Fox has decided to

Caribou,

and

will open

a

store

there in March.

as

the

chairmanship

convention

insane department during the year and
(a) Impromptu.Chopin
Monaghan’s orchestra M. A. B. Hutchins was the installing
three insaue couvicts died, leaving twenty
\b) Marche Grotesque
Reading, selected.Bert II Young officer of the blue lodge, and P. H. P.
{
in,iin«r
(e) Ft uhliogMrauscheu
|.unulDg three in that department at the close of Selection.Male quartette
Theo. H. Smith of the chapter. A ban(d) Paplilon.Grieg the year.
I Solo.Fred Young
quet was served.
(e) Elude Hungarian.Mac Howell
The same committee’s report on jails Overture—Curtain Raiser,
6 (a) Mon l»lsn .Nevln
The local lodge of Modern Woodman of
throughout the State shows what oue
Monaghan’s orchestra
(6) Irish Fold—Song...Foote year of enforcement has done in the 8olo .Mrs Arthur Freeman America has elected officers as follows:
(c) Ye Banka and Braes
i State. There has been a reduction In the Reading—Salvator.Miss Julia Klttredge C. M. Wilson, V. C\; L. P. Lowell, W. A.;
6
Caprice Kspagnole.Mosykowsz
and Spur...Monaghan's orchestra C. B. Richards,
commitments for drunkenness from 3,193 Galop-Whip
banker; E. L. L. Warren,
The Christmas concert by the members
The ten minute address by Mr. Tracy clerk; E. H. CunnmgbHm, escort; J. J.
lu 1902, to 2,364 in 1903, and a correspoudof the Baptist Sunday school, which waa
| lug increase in the number of commit- and the reading by Miss Kittridge were Cullity, watchman; F. W. McAlister, senposponsd from the previous Sunday on ments for the sale of Intoxicating liquors. well worth special mention. Miss Kit- tinel; Elliot Nye, manager.
accouat of the death of a member of tbe In Hancock
county there were fifteen tredge cheerfully responded to an encore.
church, waa held Sunday evening. It was commitments for druukenuess and tcu
The male quartette was composed of
STATE NEWS.
and
a
of
very successful,
programme
for the selling of liquor in 1903, against Messrs. Young, Higgins, Marshall and
One of the best Christmas present
uuusual merit was presented.
twenty-three for druukenuess lu 1902 aud Higgins.
received in Maine came to the family of
The church was
tastefully decorated none for the sale of liquor.
Aiior
t'uuueri
iuo
unit whh cienreu
iue
A brother
under the direction of Joseph Stevens.
Rev. J. H. Irvine, of Dover.
for dancing and about 125 couples particiTbe arrangements lor the concert were
who has prospered in the West sent a
in
march.
wau
the
grand
paed
Dancing
DEDICATION
under tbo-direction
check for f1,000, and the announcement
Howard Emery,
kept up till 3.30 Friday morning. Monathat f4,000 had been invested for the eduof
furnished
liar*
ghan’s
orchestra,
Hall
at
Winter
Ellsworth,
Of New Town
cation of Mr. and Mrs. Irvlue’s three
atrfjcrttarmcnta.
The
floor
was
William
music.
manager
ami
Hall.
bor—Concert
young children.
The new town hall at Winter Harbor J. Tower; the aids were Henry Grey,
The Tontine house at Brunswick was
Thomas Lawton, George Wallace, Frank
was fittingly dedicated last Friday evenearly Tuesday
Manchester, James Fernaid and George burned to tbe ground
ing in the presence of many citizeus and Harmou.
The loss is estimated at fl8,
morning.
visitors.
The chairmen of the various commit*
Solon Bramhall,
insurance $5,400.
In a well-worded address, County-Attees were:
M. E. Tracy, William J. 000,
of Camden, aged fifty five years, lost his
torney Bedford E. Tracy presented the Tower and John C. Ralph.
The dedication of this new hall by Tre- life in the fire. The fire caught from an
building to the citizens of Winter Har- mout
lodge was one of the most importBtove in tbe kitchen.
bor in the name of Edward E. Hammond, ant events of a similar nature ever to be ! over-heated
Don’t try cheap cough mediA defective chimney in a boardingof Boston. About a year ago Mr. Ham- held in Southwest Harbor. The building
cines. Get the best, Ayer’s
mond made a proposition to the citizens is a wood structure, two stories and base- house used as a dormitory by women stument, and sets on the site of the old ma- dents of tbe State normal school caused a
of his native town that he would donate sonic block. The old
Pectoral. What a
building was moved
for a town
material
and
a
lot
the
building
back and raised, a new piece about 40x50 fire which cost a life and badly damaged
record it
sixty years of
feet was built on the front. The funds tbe building early Tuesday. Mrs. Amanda
hall if the town would build the structwere
raised by the issuing of bonds,
Damon, a native of Lewiston, was suffoure.
It Is needless to say that the offer
which were taken up by members of the cated. The other occupants fled from the
was at once accepted.
oroer.
building scantly clad and were not inThu asement has been finished off into
In
presenting tbe gift Mr. Tracy
jured. Mrs. Damon was employed as a
is occupied as a market, domestic. Tbe
reviewed tbe history of the town from four stores; one
damage to the building is
one as a
millinery shop and one as a
the time It was set off from tbe town of music sice. The fourth has not yet been placed at |3,650.
He rented.
Dr. George W. Foster, superintendent
cures! Ask your doctor if
Uouidsboro to tbe present day.
On the ground floor is the public ball of tbe Eastern Maine insane hospital at
showed the progress the town had made
he doesn’t use it for coughs,
finished
ball
is
This
and ante-rooms.
during the past nine years, and of the wholly with hard pine. There is a wains- Bangor, died Monday night, aged sixtyand all
colds,
was a
native of
natural
its
of
many
development
coating six feet high round the room. one years. Dr. Foster
throat and lung troubles.
The st8ge is elevated about four feet and Burnham, and for several years practiced
resources.
I have found that Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
in the best medicine I can prescribe for bronTbe dedication exercises were followed is large enough for small dramas, etc. On in Bangor, afterward moving to Washingthe upper floor are the lodge rooms, banchitis, influenza, couirhs. and hard uolds.”
by a concert and ball. Ray’s orchestra quet hall, and kitchen, are all well fin- ton, D. C„ where be had an important
M. Lodkman, M.D., Ithaca. N. Y.
in the government insane hosaud
music.
Tbe
contractor
furnished
25c..50c.. gl 00.
ished and fitted for the needs of the position
•». C. A YEP. CO.,
All druggists.
pital. Dr. Foster is survived by three
jvoweii. M
builder of the new hall was C. E. Grover, order. The building is boated by a hot children—Dr.
B. O. Foster, of Palo Alto,
for
air furnace and piped for town water.
of Wiuter Harbor.
Mrs. Margaret Howard, of Bangor,
Tbe building is a great addition to the Cal ;
A.
and
George
Howard, a junior at Bowtown and reflects much credit on tbe
of AuThe citixens of doin. Dr. Philip H. 8. Vaughan,
When a young man attempts to kiss a lodge it represente.
at
gusta,
present assistant superintendent
VKO-ZZ
Southwest Harbor should feel proud of
she usually threatens to call for help,
will probably succeed Dr
of
the
girl
hospital,
in
their
comC'-rrVct r>ny tendency to constipahaving such a body of men
F ster.
tion with small doses of Ayer's pills. but the young man doesn’t need any help. i munity.
#

It

mighty bard for a woman to keep
cheering the winning side, no matter

pale, nervous

invaluable to delicate
women and girls, invalids and convalescents.
They put iron into the blood, strength
are

into the nerves, color into the
check*;
aid digestion and promote
sweet, refreshing, natural sleep.

Peptiron Pills, (chocolate-coated.) 60c.
the

at

full month’s treatment.
Prepared by C. I. HOOD CO.^Lowell, Man.
latter

a

Selling Agent in Ellsworth!
G. A. Parcher. 14 Main street.

BORN.

RafltaaD* anti

Strsmbsao

CHAPIN—At Iule nu llaut, Dec 25. to Mr and
Mr* Jasper L Chapin, h boo.
(Carrol Pearl.J

JORDAN—FULLERTON—At Ellsworth, Jan5.
hy John H Primmer, esq, Ml** Planch E
Jordan to Calvert M Fullerton, both of Ell*
worth

THOMPSON—At Deer Me, Dec 53. to Mr and
Mr* March Thompson, r *on.
MARRIED.
CA RROLL—KITTREDGK—At Tremont, Dec
30. hy Rev Dean A Walker, Ml** Sarah T Carroll to WUford H Ktttredge, both of Tremont.

HOPKINS—BENNETT—At Rockland. Dec 26,
by Theodore E Slmonton, esq, Ml** Gwynn
Hopkins, of Rockland, to Kalpn W Pennett, of
Lamoiue.
HA LEY—RANDALL—At
hy Rev C H McElheny, of
Iteairice llaley to Rufu*
F reeport.

Princeton, Dec SO,
Ashland, Ml**Olive
Starkey Randall, of

MURPHY—KING—At Sonthwent Harbor, Dec
31, hy Rev n*irry Hill, Ml** Josephine
Murphy to Lesli; King, both of Tremont.
THOMPSON—M’KINNON-At Deer Isle, Dec
28, by Rev J A
Lawrence, Ml** Louise
Thompson, of Deer Isle, to George W McKinnon, of Castlne.

CLOSSON—At Ellsworth (Bayside), Dec 24,
C’apt Frank E Closson, aged 46 yearr, 1 month,
21 days.
JOHNSON— At

Stonlngton. Jan 2* Olnf Francis
Johnson, aged 23 years, 6 months, 19 days.
MANNING—At Bar Harbor, Dec 30,
Mr*
Rebecca Manning, aged 73 year*.
PARSONS—At Ellsworth, Jan 4, George H
Parson*, aged 70 years, 3 months, 28 days.
POWERS—At South Deer Isle, Dec 29, George S
Powers, aged 55 year*, ft months, 14 days.
THURSTON—At Stonlngton, Dec 26, Mrs Caroline Thurston, aged 72 years, 8 months, 29day*.
WALLS-At E«ien (Indian Point), Dec 29,
Harriet M, witeof Leroy Walls, aged61 years,
10 months, 29 days.

SHjbnrtisnumta.

KLUBHILL LINK.
WINTER SCHEDULE, 1003-4.

v,
Commencing Wednesday, Dec. 2.
Commencing Wednesday, Dec. 2, steamer
"•Juliette” wlb leave Rockland, Tllson’s wharL
upon arrival of steamer from Boston, every
Wednesday and Saturday for Dark Harbor.
x Little Deer Isle, o South
'Orooksvlile, Sargentvllle. Deer Isle Sedi wick, Brooblln, a South
Bluehlll, Bluehlll, 6 Surry.
RETURNING.
Will leave Surry Mondays at 6.*0 a m. Blue,
hill, Mondays am; Thursdays at 8 a m, for Rookland via anove landings to connect with steamer

for Boston.

Will stop Wednesdays going eastward.
Thursdays returning
o Will stop
Saturdays going eastward, Mondays returning.
a Flag sta'lon.
b Will go through to Surry
Saturday only.
Note—-This company will not be responsible
for delays arising from accidents or other unx

avoidable

causes.

O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
Rockland. Me., Dee. 2, 1908.

m'miNEONT&i
Commencing

Oct. 12, 1903.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR

BAR HARBOR...
Sorrento
Sullivan.
Mt Desert Ferry..
Waukeag 8 Fy....
Hancock.
Franklin Road
Wash’gton .June
ELLSWORTH...,
Ellsworth Falls...
Nlcolln..
Green Lake
Lake House.
Holden..
Biewer June..
BftHHor, Ex St
BANGOR, M C....

8 30
4 06
11
11
til
til
11
11
tl2
rl2
112
♦12
112
1
1
1

—

..

We wish to

to the public
a store in building

announce

that

we have opened
formerly occupied by

.lolin A. Hale,
Main street, where we shall keep a
nice assortment of

—

....

Yarns and Blankets,
Pants

Cloths,

Mittens and

Dress Goods,

Stockings.

which we will exchange for Wool or Cash, also
for Mittens ami Stockings.
We also make the
same exchange at the mill.
If you want good YAKN« and yarn that will
wear, ask your dealer
for
ki.Lkwokth
yarns. All dealers handling this yarn will
l>e furnished with a large card showing the yarn
and name.
All wool sent by stage and boats to M. J.
Dews will be l»*ftat this store, and will receive
All bundles must be marked
prompt attention.
and with description what to make
them into, as it saves lots of mistakes.
Address all letters and bundles to

plainly,

M. J.

DEW5,
MAINE.

operation.

_

W. F.

PUTNAM,

CANCER, TUMOR

M.

D.
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signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with througk
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.
on

Tickets for all points South and
West for sale at the M. C. K. R.

ticket office, Rllswortli.

Passengers are earnestly requested to procurft
tickets before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gen*l Manager.
F.tE. BOOTH BY, G. P. A T. A.

PILE

EASTERN

AND SKIN SPECIALIST.
Internal, External and Hypodemic Treatment
Tumors treated hy absorption; no paih, no lost
of blood or sleep
No anesthetics or instruments used. Thirty years’ expeiience. Testimonials on application. The X-ray is of no use
in treatment of Cancer, Tumors or malignant
disease, it causes them to increase in size, and
to do their deadly work, this I have seen in a
large number of cases in Bangor, Portland, and
my private hospital in state ot Montana.

,4 80

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

tStop

Do not have cancers removed by knife; almost sure to return—death to follow.
Have
never had a cancer return, removed
by my

20
26
2*
37

P M
ft 36

Portlaud.
Boston

...

Steamship Company.
Division.

Mt. Desert

WINTER
Two

SERVICE

Trips

n

Week.

PORTLAND, /IE.
HOTEL, BANGOR, ME.

HOUSE,

MORRIS

CHAIR

FREE

With a $10 order
of Soap, Ex-

tracts, Spices,
Tea, (toffee, Cocoa,

Send at once
for our big Catalogue of 2 0 0

premiums!

Given with assortments of

$3 and upwards.
hone -SUPPLY CO. Dept. A.
Augusta, fie.

MISS N. F.

Reasonable Prices.

RETURNING.
From Boston Tuesdays and Fridays at A. p.m.
From Rocklaud Wednesdays anil Saturdays
at 5 30 a m„ touching at Stonlngtnn. Southwest
Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Seal narbor.
All freight via this line is insured against lira
and marine risk.
E. S. J. Moksk, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. H. Hanscom, G. P. and T. A.
Calvin Austin,
Vice-president and
Gen’l Mgr., Foster’s Wharf, Boston, Mass.

DRUMMEY,

Public Stenographer
...and

Commencing Thursday, Dec. 3, 1903, steamer
Bar Harnor Mondays and Thursdays
m., touching at Sea) Harbor, Northeast
Harbor, Southwest Harbor and 8tonlngton. connecting at Rockland with steamer for Boston.

leaver
at 8 a.

Toilet

Good sand
Standard
Groceries

has,

Bronchitis

sufferers;

It is.

whose

neurasthenia,

vines and nutrients for all

Bangor

is

from

and

weakness, in which the need
of more and better nourishment is so
apparent.
They combine tiie best tonics, ner-,
nervous

II

Cherry

bronchitis,

last

Chicago.

convention at

Ayers
Pectoral

the

Officers-eiect of

4

Cherry

of

given to Senator Frye,
the chairmanship of the coming convention will be given to Senator Hale.
It Is likely that the Hon. E E. Chase, of
Bluehlll, will preside over the Portland
convention, at which delegates will be
cbosen to attend I he republican national
was

ELLSWORTH,

Felicity lodge, F. and
A. M., and Hancock R. A. chapter were
installed on Monday night. P. D. D. G.

anemia, paleness,

forcement of the prohibitory law.
Senator Hale, it la understood, will preside over the convent ion. He will be a
candidate for re-election to the United
States Senate one year from now, an 1 just

DIKD.

Jottings—Society Flections—,
Week of Prayer.

K'hocolate-coated)

Are nutritive as well as tonic, and
therefore in full accord with advanced
science as to the proper treatment ol

nated to auccred
tion

FROM BUCKSPORT.
Local

Peptiron Pills

majority are in favor of holdir g
the next republican State convention in
Bangor, and that whoever will be nomia

of

was

BANGOR.

Republicans will

Cheshire, Conn.,

boro in

AT

Typewriter...
PromptCService.

Gile»* <»Ac«. KatiK Hlock,

F.llxworth.

.HOLLY...
of finest quality and Laurel
Wreaths at

Ellsworth Greenhouse

H. C.

BUNKER,

Unflertaier and Maimer.
Graduate of Egyptian Chemical Co.
Mass. Embalming College. Boston.

FRANKLIN,

MAINE.

The process ion of lov) prices is moving
headed by advertisers in
THE AMERICAN.

right along,

HWKTttatmrnt*.

atibrrttBtmrnte.

WE ARE NOW HAVING A

which begun JANUARY 1, and will continue
for nine

until

days

1

SATURDAY, JANUARY 9.

RELIABLE CLOTHING CO.
COUNTY NEWS.
For additional

County News

see

Grieve;

WEST SEDGWICK.
Howard is

Rowland

borne

(or

the

winter.

Christtree at their borne Christmas Eve.

Curtis
mas

Durgain’s family

bad

a

Sedgwick

Christmas

installation

Durgan.

who has been

pronounced

All

it

cold

a

meat

wa*

supper

W.

Belle and Mary Scott, of

Misses

Harbor,

were

Bar

in kwn last week.

Myra and Florence Pease recenta few dayB in Seal and Bar Har-

Misses

to

ly spent
bor.

The D. of L. entertained J. O. U. M. at
their hall last Wednesday evening with a
supper and dance.
good time.

lec-

WEST SULLIVAN.

spending

holidays at home, has returned
Bradley, where she is teaching school.
the

Billing*;

H

Jan. 4.

night.

Rev. Mr. Thompson, the new pastor
here, held services on the Ridge Tuesday
evening.
Phebe

Guy

served.

Several young people from here attended
the dance at

overseer,

turer, Mrs. Emma Dolqutst; chaplain,
Mrs. 8. B. Billings; steward, A. T. Gillis;
assistant steward, F. S. Hinckley; Ceres,
Mrs. Thomas Grieve; Pomona, Mrs. A. E.
Wescott; Flora, Mrs. A. T. Giiiis; gatekeeper, A. E. Weecott; lady assistant
After
the
steward, Fanny J. Soper.

other pages

H. D. Gordon and A. L. Bunker have

advantage

taken

a

of the

good weather and

harvested their ice.
The watch

meeting at the church last

Clement, Edith Gray. Ira DorThursday evening
Lyman Gray have returned to
were present
BluehlU-George Stevens academy for Many
Minnie

gan and

was

well

attended.

from out of

town.

The Knights of Pythias have lately
placed a stove in their lodge room as the
regular meeting of Rainbow grange
furnace will not furnish the required heat
held Thursday evening, the
following for both lower and
upper halls.
officers were elected : Master, Joana Dur- !
The ew Year’s ball given by the Pythgain; O., Andrew Qrindle; L, Herbert
another term.
At

a

ian sisters

Grindle; S Irving Herrick; assistant 8.,
Willie Gray; chaplain, M. Merservy; T.

per

dancing

Howard; secretary, Mae Herrick;;
K.. Allison Herrick; C., Addie Gray; I
P., Flossie Gray; F., Ciaribei Gray;organ- I
ist, Mattie Kane. The officers are to be
installed next Thursday evening by Fred
j
Phillips, of Brooklin.
Jan. 2.
J. W.

Boper arrived

A neat
to the

from

Mary Perkins,

som was

County A«vi,

tee

other pagtt

Ash, of bar Harbor, is in town

business.

NORTH ORLAND.
on

the

lot.

of

a

week

on

teacher, Miss

George

Mar-

wife, has been seriously ill with
tyboid fever. She is thought to be out of
danger.

William G. Walker and wife, of Newcastle, wbo have been in town as tbe
g (Jests of bis parents, J. G. Walker and
wife, have retnrned.
Mrs. Robert Sinclair, who has been
working at J. E. Staples, was called to
Sargentviile this week by tbe tllneaa of
her little grandchild, Agnes Sinclair.
L.
Jan. 4.
_

NORTH BLUEH1LL.
for tbe

evening |
Harbor.
Tbomas I

Miss Amy Brown, daughter of Jesse
Brown, who is employed in Brighton,
Mass., has been very ill. She will come
as soon as

she is able to travel.

Jan. 2.

Sumac.
LAMOINE.

Capt.

Charles

Hodgkins is home for the

winter.
The

C. E. hall Friday evening,
The introducwas an enjoyable affair.
tion of pit added to the pleasure of the
occasion. It is the purpose of the society
to bold the socials during the wintor.
Jan. 4.
H.
a

cial at

_

Sneete and Blow, but you can't get perms
nent relief from catarrh unless you purify you]
blood. Hood's Sarsaparilla does this, soothei
and heals the Inflamed surfaces, removes al
scrofulous taints, and cures catarrh.
Sick headache Is cured
—Advt.

Otmnly Nt

icr,

ore

other

dencv-Thursday afternoon,
sou
officiating. The family

pager

j

Rev. J. Jackhave the symof
all in their bereavement,
pathy
Jan. 2,
Qt

CENTER.
Hchool begins Tuesday.
Stanley Mitchell ia In town.

!
Tbe officers of Ocean Echo
a knitting factory.
lodge. No,
Herbert B. Ginn has bought the J I6‘, I- O. G. T., were recently Installed by
There waa a etereoptlean lecture in the
thirty-four volume* added to It* library.
i
A.
George
D.
D.:
C.
F.
Lurvey,
Clemens place and will move the buildHamblen,
Methodist church last week.
Chrtdmas passed quietly save for the
o.
Hattie
L.
T.;
Milan, V. T.; Mrs.
ings home.
Several attended the masonic opening
E. M. Milan, 8. J. T.; Mrs. Mabel Tinker, report of the tiring at tbe shooting match.
Business is booming in North Orlaud.
Karl Sylveater and Sullivan Bank* carried at Southwest Harbor Isst
Millie
M.
Thursday evenMilan, financial sec- I
The mill at Wlukumpaw corner is run- secretary;
oS the geese, and Wlltle Greenlaw
and ing.
retary; 8. M. Gilley, treasurer; H. V. Lnr- j
full
blast.
ning
I Stephen Stanley tbe dock*.
vey, marshal; Mrs. Jennie Horsey, chapThe oldest child of Willis Carter was
N. B. Colby is lumbering on his Happylain; Elva M. Lurvey, guardian; Daisy
Mr*. Caroline Thurston, of this
buried last Friday. Rev. Clarence Emery
place
town lot, and the lumber all goes to the
TruDdy. sentinel; Mrs. L 8. Stanley, died Dec. 25, of apoplexy, while
visiting epoke tender worda of eympapby to the
Winkumpaw mill.
department marshal; Albert Kowell, P. C. ber nephew. Devi
Stinson, at Stonlngton. bereaved parents.
i
School closed in district No. 16 after a T.
Mo. Thurston was
Jan. 4.
H.
seventy one years of
term of fifteen weeks. The teacher was
Dec. 29.
f j-kc.
age, and had been for forty-live
years a
Miss Grace B. Ginn, of Orland.
He
There
I'm
(after the proposal)—“But.
member of the Methodist church.
She
NORTH SEDGWICK.
was a Christmas tree and entertainment
afraid I am not good enough for you,
w»» the widow of tbe lale
Cap!. Thomas
Miss Minnie L. Thurston left here I
Christmas Eve, which was thoroughly endarling.” She—“Of coarse you are not.
| Tourston, who, with his son Wallace was But
Thursday for Boston for the winter.
joyed by the pupils.
you are too gobd to be thrown away
'P'1 l,e*r Cape Ann in the
gale of 'SB lu on
any other girl.”
PKOOKAMME.
M. L. Elwell and wife were at Mrs. H. ; which the sttaraei "Portland” went down,
Opening exercise
A woman of quiet,
H. Allen’s, at tbe Allen
retiring manner, of
homestead, Christ- j
Singing.School mas
consistent Christian
SBrtwrtiotnMito.
Day.
living, she won the
Recitation. Howard White
of all who knew her. One
respect
son,
Recitation.Jeannette M under
There is quite a village of smelt tents on j
I Clarence, survive* her. The funeral took
Recitation...Harold Gray the salt pond. They
report a good catch placeat the Methodist
Christmas exercise
church, Stouiugion.
for the last week.
Recitation.Hazel White
j luierment at Stonlngton.
Harold Grlndleand bis mother, Mrs. G.
Recitation
..Louis Ginn
Oeorge Powers, a high'y-reapected citiRecitation.Brenda Ginn A. Grindie, of Brooklln, spent Christmas
zen of this
Hundreds of children and ailu!t<* have
place, died Tuesday. D«c. 29,
Singing
at Mrs. U. M. Allen’s at Oakland farm.
worms, hut are treated for other diseases.
aged fifty-aix years.
The Bymptomsarc:- Indigestion, with a
Mr. Powers
Recitation.Edgar Gray
varlableappetlte; foul tongue; offensive
There was a New Years ball at Sedgwick taken 111 with pneumonia two mouths
Recitation.Laura White
breath ; hard and full belly with occaago.
sional gri plugs atnl pains about t be na vel;
Recitation.
Mark Ginu Tbur-day evening. Several of our young The disease passed to either lung, a
relapse
eyes heavy and dull; Itching of the nose;
Song
*
people atteuded and report a pleasant time. followed and finally the formation of an
short, dry cough : grinding of the teeth ;
starting during sleep: slow fever; and
Recitation.Miss Ginn I
ab-eess near the lung proved too
much for
often In children, convulsions.
Christmas passed quietly here, the
Recitation...Leslie Johnson
only his greatly weakened
He was for
system.
observance
the
Christmas
Recitation.
being
trees
Alexander Conrad
at some
a
HI
years
Hated with the Method!, t
Recitation.Ialda Mutnler the homes of faipllies. Tbe children are
church in this place and wa*
Recitation .Hadley Ginn to give a gift concert later tor the benefit
widely known
the
among
yachUmeu of this and other
Recitation.Carrie Conrad of the Good Will farm.
__

j

by

unloading the Christmas

tree

Singing
J»o. a.

Spec.

Vincent

Hood’s Pills.

28c

Carter, of Nicolin,

was

section-.

There was a Christmas tree at No. »
schoolhouse Christmas Eve and it was well
attended. The tree was loaded with
presents and enjoyed by all. An
Interesting
concert was given
the
school and
by
teacher, Miss Inez Page.
Jan. 4.
Has.

here

OTTEK CREEK.

last week.
Mrs.

William Crabtree, wbo has been
list, is improving.

the sick

on

home

Lean.

for

HANCOCK POINT.

shall and

Bev. H. B. Hart, wife and sons, William
and Albert, were called to Deer [ale this
week by tbe deatb of Mrs, Hart’s brother,
Mr. Powers.

factory in Medway, Mass,
accompauied by Mrs. Ella Mc-

was

COUNTY NEWS.

For additional

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
E. A. Fierce ie ill of pneumonia.
Mr*. Luella Seller*, of
Sonnet, la visiting
Mr*. Clara Pierce.
The Methodist Sunday ecliool ha* had

to tbe straw
She

B. 8. Johnson is finishing hie chambers

Santa Claus

has been closed for

Hodgkins.
Miss Sylvia, daughter

|

|

vsca-

tlon.

Nina B. Davis, of Cberryfield, visited
friends bere last week while on her way

Herbert W. White is lumbering

Dodge

high school for the Christmas

hor

j

waj

B.

account of the illness of the

attending

Tbe officers of Halcyon grange
year 1904 were installed Saturday
by Deputy Julian Emery, of Bar
Master,
They are as follows:

d

New York and Boston.

ar-

school in Augusta, spent tbe holidays
with ber parents, M. E. Perkins and wife.

ai

carpet fund.

School

wbo is

hall

Additional

George B. Bridges, who has been
Recitation.........Boyd Ginn
quite ill, is improving.
Recitation. Rodney Ginn
Severin Thorsen is visiting relatives in Ringing

rived this week for a visit to her parents,
Eben Hinckley and wife.
Miss Carrie T. Qrindle and Brooks
Cousins are attending tbe winter term of
scbool at tbe Bluebill academy.
Miss

lower

up until a late hour.
netted and will be added

WEST HANCOCK.

treatment.

Boston,

the

kept

Mrs.

Tbe little son ol James Campbell and
wife is in tbe bospital at Portland for
of

in

Ray’s

music, sup-

Miss

Everett Bowden bas moved bta family
Into the Hooper boose near tbe Ice works.

Hinckley,

success.

Myra Young will attend school in
Ellworth this winter.

New

York rbis week.

Miss Abbie

was

Nathan
on

borne

decided

Jan. 4.

j

BKOOKSVILLE.
James

served

was

Laura

G.

_D.

was a

orchestra furnished excellent

COUNTY NEWS.
0or

Alton Parrot, of Bar Harbor, is spenda few days at Henry Ball’s.

Mrs. Nancy
with

a severe

meeting

Miss Jennie Ball has gone to Southwest
Harbor (or a visit among friends.

to

William Crabtree, has moved his faminto Livy Penney’s house for the win-

ily

ter.
A

party of twenty met at Mrs. Hattie
Martin’s Thursday evening to watch the
old year out and the new year In. Refreshments were served.
Jan. 8.
E,

Albert Howell left Thursday to
friends in Boston.
Bert H.

visit

Young is home from Bar Har«

has

is the best worm remedy made. 11 has
been In use since 1N51. Is purely vegetable, harmless and effectual. Where
no worms are present Ijfuc
u*a Tonic,
and corrects the condition of the mucous membrane ot the stomach and
bowels.
A positive cure lor Constipation and RUiousnew, and a valuable
remedy in all the common complaints
of children. Price
cts. Ask your
d rugs 1st ter It.
Or.J. F. TEl’E Jt CO., Asbura, Me.
HprcuJ inMtoMatforTsiMs Woro»«. Fw PumpMet.

and'

;

been 111
One mill a day-one cent every ton days
1 co*u 10 make a hen tbe Erein tbe fall and winter.

Harbor attended the

.T1?.*1!,
heat
of layer*,

Tbnraday evening.

tbe

Alton Qrover went to Bangor
Saturday
complete hie atudlea at the Shaw busi-

neea

poultry

onee

—^COMOmON

Alberta Banker haa gone to
Milo,
where ahe will attend aohool
during the
winter. She will atay with her
brother,
Charles Bunker.

Powder
—

—

wl

MIC UUUm

At druggist*.

The winter term of school commenced
laet
Monday, taught by Mlaa Emma
Coombs, of Caatine; also the school in
the Eden district is in
session, taught by
Mias Brewer, of Bar Harbor.
At

ciety

a

business meeting of the aid

held
the

Tuesday evening,

the

so-

society

Rev. Angus M. Macdonold, pastor of the Bar Harbor Congregational church, and Qeorge Quptlll,
ol Bar Harbor, to their list of members.
Jan 2.
o
names

of

daily

Sheridan’s

college.

Mlaa

added

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

here

who

ELIXIR

was everywhere honored
and
beloved for his integrity of character
and
genial disposition. He leave* a
wife and
one
daughter, Mrs. Wli'ard Haskell, a
widowed mother, Mrs.
William Powers
of North Deer
Isle, several brothers,
two slater* —Mrs.
Henry Hart, of Brooks
villa, and Mrs. Anna Gott, ol South Bo>to"' Tbe tuner«l was held at
bis late rest-

cold, la improving.

Several from Seal

ing

Will Gallison is home from Boston to
spend a few days with his parents.
Mrs. C. F. Chester visited her daughter,
Mrs. S. C. Penney, in Bangor last week.

Walla,

TRUE’S
^
m I

He

«

you

can 1

,iw«V|

whi

■-»

■■ ■.-—

Ti

grocers and feed dealers.
mux it, we send, prepaid,

rre^aJd,

I. S. JOHNSON * CO., Bocton, Mm.

FATHER SAID “HURRAH”!
°LW'wr,t<‘"
eene,ttene*Mlb«umatief?IIf
hS“r

tleof U ri
net* up out of tiise
certain that U-rl-cene 1*
drlvina the
u-rt-ceue t* sold and
funded If a fair trial
1
‘Mre

"h0‘w father had taken

one

hot-

Father «*>» Hurrah” he feel* better. He
wtu,ou?helr,»^f,„8h“ out'
walkthk about quite a little. We are
ul u«
°' kV*'
hl"- sJf>«em.”
Euaranto.X.p
’!"n.nut
8
*lls»‘>rth. Me., and
will be re

falfJ’to^up^RhimiSSte
Rheumatism.
THE

Vru.*i8f°.r<!-

money

In tablet form only. Price 60c.
WOOUBUItV CHEMICAL COMPANY. Bo.tou.

COUNTY NEWS.

for additional Goanl* yawn

ate

COUNTY NEWS.
*0r m4dt*ifmai

other pngra

Count# A'fwii

mo

other

A

Loads of
directions.

Miss Dell* Hooper is visiting her slater
In Bar Harbor.
Mias Fionas Clark entertained her young
friends at a birthday party Saturday.
Mian Grace Gordon, of Bar Harbor, la
visiting friends and relatives la town.

firewood

Mrs. A*ennth

Springer
pneumonia.

threatened

Everett Morse received

a

is

ill

with

cut in the

leg
while

workman, who felt,
going to their work.
by

fellow

a

*11

in

seen

are

George Crowley, of Corea, has been
George Coombs is home from hie work
visiting bis aunt, Mrs. Charles Newman.
at Hancock, having five boils on hie right
Mra. Grace Hanna, of East Sullivan, was I
; arm.
calling upon friends In town on Tuursday.
Sunday’s storm was the coldest experiwere
and
Scott
lasts
Belle
Ti.e M
Mary
enced here for a long time.
In town Friday to attend the New Years
Frank Bradbary’s new house is nearing
ball.
In couaequence of the surThe stockholders of the Sullivan Falls completion.
of black diamond granite it ia
Towboat Co. will bold a meeting at Crab- roundings
named Black Diamond Caatle. The main
tree & Havey’s office Monday, Jan. 4.
house Is 26x36 feet with 18-foot posts.
at
K.
P.
ball
was
A New Years
given
The ell, 15x30,15-foot posts. On the first
tbe
ball on Friday evening under
auspices floor Is the kitchen, 12x14 feet,
adjoined
of tne Pytnlan sisterhood. Kay’s orches- !
by a wood house, 8x14 feet. The pantry is
tra furnished music.
12x25
feet.
| 8if8 leading to the dining hall,
Hinckley Robertson and Mrs. Mary E. | The lower hallway is 8x15 feet, parlor,5x15
Jell.son were married Tuesday evening, feet, two sleeping rooms, 9x10 and 9x12.
Dec. 29, by Kev. Mr. Barnard. The cere- On the second floor is a hallway, 8x25 feet,
mouy was performed in their homo which
besides four rooms ranging from 10x14 to
has lately been thoroughly renovated tor 14x16
The eli chamber la in one room,
their occupancy.
14x29. The attic is 25x35
feet. In this
Tbe Golden Uule society bold a sale of house there are thirty-two windows and
fancy articles, etc., from which they real- twenty-six doors. The house will be
ized f25. Tbe sum will be used In pur- heat by nine stoves. There is a stone celchasing a new stove fur the church. A lar under the entire house. The piazza is
nicely arranged programme was well ren- 7’ 4x36
B.
Jan. 4.
dered and much credit Is due those who
bad charge of affairs.
EAST HURRY.
Tbe watch meeting whicb was held
Miss Maggie Robertson, of East Or land,
Thursday uveulug, was largely attended,
has been spending the holidays here.
and much interest manifested throughout
P. H. Staples, of South Penobscot, is
Mr. Barnard was
the eutire meettug.
assisted by Mr. Petersen, of Franklin, Mr. spending the week at Sunrise poultry
Cuttur, of Gouldsboro, and Presiding farm, Surry.
Elder Hayward, of BucksportB. H. Chatto has returned to the UniJsn. 4.
F.
versity of Maine after the holiday vacation

Haslem

Raymond
week

on

in

was

last

Mat-bias

business.

Ch rltM

Alltn,

friends in to.\u

of

Hull’*

Coyp,

visited

recently.

M. K. Has
and

tin

was

Thursday

on

at

in Bangor
busiuess.

Wedues*

Herman Jordan and Howard Jordan
have moved th- ir families into the woods.

Newport,

Tap Day*.

The days are ever divine. They com#
and go like muffled and veiled figures
sent from a distant friendly party, but
they say nothing, and if we do not us©
the gifts they bring they carry them
Emerson.
as silently away.

very low with
a great sufferer for several years, caused by a tumor
that could not be removed.
C/
Jan. 4.

George Kitchen and Harvey Jordan, who
have betn employed at Long Island, are

is

been

TIip Myntery

ATLANTIC.

home.

Mrs. Lucy J. Stap’es and daughter
F., Rills spent Tuesday tu Rockland.
C. D.,
elected officers Dec. 24 as follows:
Ciareuce Smith, who is attending
Ella Martin; C. K., Josepuina Stanley;
Shaw’s business college in Portland,spent

Companion

Court

Sunbeam,

L

O.

V. C. K., Abbie Hasten); It. S.E Eliza
Haslem; organist, Elizabeth Jordan; F.
8., Belle llaslem; treasurer, Nellie DeBeck; O., Lizzie Jordan; S. W., Nora
Kingman; J. W., Bertha Haslem; 8. B.,
Etia Blake; J. B., Helen Haslem; comNora
mittee on linauce, Ella Martin,

Kingman;

committee

charity,

on

Ella

Martin, Abbie Haslem, Nellie DeBeck.
H.
Jau.4.
PENOB8CO r.
Miss Goldie

Belfast,

after

Bridges
spending a

Farley, who has been employed
Capt. Albee during the year, re-

home.
Aman Little Held has gone to Sargentllle, where he will have employment this
winter.
▼

Miss Mabel Sellers has gone to Medway,
Mass., for the winter, where she will have

employment.
Lewis A. Snowman, mail carrier of IL F.
D. route No. 1 bandied 3,611 pieces of mail
during the month of December. The
business of this route is increasing every
month.
The shooting match New Years Day was
a success.
The loosing side, led by Capt.
William Seilers,
provided supper at
Grange hall New Years evening for those
who took part in the contest and their
friends,
ftfeventy-five covers were laid,
and every seat was taken when the call for
sapper wa* made. The event w ill be remem bered as a very eu joy able occasion.
Jan. 4.
Sub a.

Tremont, Monday.

turned to

Lfnwood Joyce and Alonzo Sprague
left here Monday morning for Portland,
where they will spend a few days.
Thomas Pinkbam and Howard Staples,
who have been with Capt. Turner, of
Tremont, during the summer months, are
of snow fell on the level here
Saturday and Sunday.
During that
time the thermometer registered from 9
to 4 degrees below zero.
S.
Jan. 4.
Six inches

on

_

SWAN’S ISLAND.
Bert Smith has gone

a trip south this
coasting vessel.
Daniel Tracy is visiting her pi-

winter lu
Mrs.

a

The steamer “Mineola” commenced her
January 1, only coming

winter schedule

here three times

on

a

week until

Hardy died

Arthur

Dec.

Harbor islaud after

30,

an

days from acute mania,

was

thirty-eight

father and

1.

home
only

Tbe decease d

years of age. A mother,
brother are left to mourn

one

Funeral services were held at
New Years Day, Rev. F. N.

their loss.
the

April
at bis

illness of

five

house

Johnson officiating.
Jaa. 4.

David.

NORTH LAMOINE.
James Hetsey is the guest of Henry Gilbert.
Coleman
bor for

Mrs. C'oloy Hooper, o( North Sedgwick,
Is visiting her parents, P. M. Friend and
Wile.

and

Mrs. Sarah Herrick Is on the sick list.
Mrs. Estelle Henrlckson, ol South Bluehlil,
has been with her lor a few days.
Mrs. Florence Flye and little son, James
Leslie, ol North Brookliu, spent New
Years Day with her parents, A. T. Couary
and wile.

J»n. 4.

SCBBT1TUTE.
EAST BLUEHILL.

Harry

M.

East

Mias Busle

vicinity

Is home from

Bar

Har-

vacation.

Austin baa gone to Boston
visit relatives.

to

Southwest
of
Mrs. Roble Norwood,
Harbor, Is visiting her parents, George
H. Coggins and wife.

B. Holt and wife came from
South Gouldsboro Friday to meet Mrs.
Holt's father, James Hersey, here

Capt.

A.

V,

Jau 4.
_

SEAWALL.
L). S.

Mooney

came

borne from

Boston

Saturday.
Warren Haynes wan here Monday with
sister, Lura Doliver.
Mrs. Julia Newman, of Tremont, Is visiting Mrs. C. W. Newman.

bis

the
now

teacher, Miss Andrews, from
came last Saturday and will
board at Lewis Newman’s.
Dolly.
Jan. 4.
The

Brewster

Friday.
K. L. Witham arrived Irom Stonlngton
last Saturday.
“Cold as Greenland’s Icy mountains
India’s coral strand this

Hagen

abort

improving.

K. Cousins is Improving.

Susie E. Long lelt lor

a

Dudley Doliver was confined to
He is
house three days last week.

Mrs. A. J. Urlndie Is quite 111.
MrB. E. D. Leach 1b still
very ill.

or

morning.”

Last Saturday Ethelyn M. Long lelt lor
Everett, Mass., Frank Binder lor Worcester, Mass,, S. Watson Cousins and Lester
Urlndie lor Bedstone, N. H.,
Margie Long
tor Bangor and Koecoe De Long lor Portland.

Jan-4-_L.
Scratch, scratch, scratch; unable to attend to
buslues* during the day or
sleep during the
night. Itching piles—horrible plague. Doan’s
Ointment cures. Never failsAt any drug
atore, 50 cents_Advt.

To cure a sudden cold, 6
teaspoons ol water
and a "drown's Instant Keller’.
Dose-1 tea
spoonful every ao minutes.

“Why?”
“Well. I've noticed that the contented man doesn’t often get ahead In this
world.”—Chicago Post.
What

He Wanted

to

Know.

He— But—er—your mother—
She—I am sorry in tell you, Launcelot, that sbe detests you.
He—That’s all right. Rut has she
gone so far as to threaten to be my
mot her- i n-1 a w ?—Ha rper* s Ra za r.
Life is short, and we have never too
much time for gladdening the hearts
of those who are traveling the same
dark journey with us. Oh. ho swift to
love; make baste to be kind!—Amiel.

here, David Massie and wife.
Mr. and Mrs. Sullivan, of Eastport, are
visiting at Mrs. Sullivan's parents here.

Warren Dufly haa sailed lor Feruandlna,
Fla., In schooner “John M. Brown”.

E. Brooks Dodge, o I Waldo boro, spent
the holidays with his sister, Mrs. H. O.
Herrick.

“You’re discontented.”
“Yes.”

rents

BLUEH1LL FALLS.
MU> Lena Maddox, o( Bluehlil, ia tbe
guest ot F. F. Moulton and wile.
Miss Ida Urlndie, o( East Bluehlil, visited
her lather, S. C. Urlndie, laat week.

If.

DiMcMMitent.

Walter

home for the winter.

returned to
short vacation at
has

[

of

Uncle
“I can’t nndorstan’.” said
Eben. “how it is dat some folks kin be
too proud to work an’ at de same time
L | able enough to let de fam’ly give
em board an* lodgin’ free.”—Washington Star.

in town.

Sunday
with

customs

A Battered LeKPad.
A hotel in Switzerland bore on one
of its walls the time honored inserlj>*
tlon. “Hospes, salver* (“Welcome, stranger!’*) After rebuilding the legend had
to be restored, but the painter, who
must have had some experience as a
traveler, made a very slight alteration
in one of the words and caused it to
read, “Hospes. solve!** (Pay. stranger!**)

He will
guest of Charles Brackettvisit his brother at Freeport before returning and Mrs. Lbatto’s sister, Clara A.

Fogg, at Pownal, who
consumption. She has

( nnlnniN.

In HolOne of tlieso is placing the laundry at the (op of the bouse. The
elotlios are sevit away to be washed
and bleached, and when they are returned they are drawn tip to the laundry by means of a pulley and dangle
for a time right in tile drawing room
windows, to the Infinite delectation of
the guests.
Rut. as an offset to this
peculiarity, the bathroom—when there
Is a bathroom, which is not often—is
placed in tfcP cellar. It Is the dry cellar. where fr'tatoes anil such things
are stored, and the tub is an immense
Iron tiling, with a cover that is divided into halves.

the

B. F. Jordan has gone into the woods to
work for blepheu Jordan.

day

spent Sunday

He

Present.

land.

spent at home.
M. D. Chatto is attending the poultry
show at Lswiston this week. While there
he is the guest of Percey L. Sinclair, of
Auburn.

Holland

Qnnlnt

They bare quaint

|

WALTHAM.

WeJilti.fc

Riw river tribes of
west Afr'ea when 11 young couple get
married it is the custom for the oldest member of the bride's family to
present the bride with u plot of ground
This is for the grave
six feet long.
of her family and herself when they
die.
The first member of the new family
who dies is buried about twenty feet
below ground and the next one almost
sixteen feet, and this goes on until nil
the family die and are buried.
The
grave holds them all. and this, they
think, prevents them from being separated.
This grew some wedding present Is
the one most valued by tlie bride, the
favorite native saying being, “When
all other tilings are gone this remains."

WEST FKANKLIN.

NORTH SULLIVAN.

CuriuUH

new

Pbtppsbnrg,

EASTBROOK.
Mrs. Moses Wilbur is Improving.
Miss Rosa Grant has been ill for the
past week with threatened pneumonia.
J. D. Crimmln will put a crew at deep
to work soon. Miss Rosie Crimmln
will be cook.
Moses Wilbur caught two tine mink
while trapping last week.
E. G.
Jan.

cove

4._R.
GREAT ROND.

Miss Ethel Grace Fogg, formerly of
Lowell, and Clyde Laugblin, of Great
Rond, were married in Amherst by Rev.
Mr. Freeman, Jan. 1. They will reside in
Their friends wish them
Great Pond.
many years of wedded happiness. They
F. Haynes and
wore accompanied by J.
Miss Alta Laughlin, sister of the groom.
E.
Jan. 3.

m

Among tin1

paQM

SItiUEttiscmcnts.

Consumption
Salt pork is a famous old'
fashioned
j
remedy for conj
sumption. “Eat plenty of
pork,” was the advice to the
consumptive 50 and 100
years ago.
Salt pork is good if a man
can stomach it.
The idea
behind it is that fat is the
food the consumptive needs
most.

Scott’sEmulsion is themodern method of
feeding fat to
the consumptive. Pork is too
rough for sensitive stomachs.
Scott’s Emulsion is the most
refined of fats, especially
prepared for easy digestion.
him fat in this
which
is
often the only
way,
is
half
the
battle, but
way,
Scott’s Emulsion does more
than that.
There is someabout
the
combination
thing
of cod liver oil and hypophosphites in Scott’s Emulsion
that puts new life into the
weak parts and has a special
action on the diseased lungs.

Feeding

sample will oe
sent free upon request.
A

Be sure that this picture in
the form of a label is on the
wrapper of every bottle of
Emubion you buy.

SCOTT &

BOWNE,
CHEMISTS,
409 Pearl St., N. Y.
30c. and $i; all

druggists, j

I
|

Ecga! Sfoticts

tiun lie is aud he does tile listening.
lu.ti hear tne, miss."
")iig(..ns. I'll have you shot for tills!"
threatened the captain as he began to
rea11\'x‘ me positiou lie was placed in.
leu never will, euptain,” quietly replied the man. "In the first place, 1

m THE CAUSE

OF REFORM
Ey CITRUS CERICKSON

Bankrupt's Petition fur DiM hargn.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
Bbrvby A. Connor*.
liankrnni,
To the Hon. Clarence Male. Judge of the District court of the United States, for the District of Maine.
EKVKY A. CONNORS, of Eden, in the
JL coc.uti oi lien coca, auu State oi auuuv,
in said district, respectfully rei resents that
on the 2flth day of August, lsu»i past, he was
duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts of
Congress relating to bankruptcy; that (te
has duly surrendered all his property and
rights of property, and has fully complied
with all the requirements of said acts and oi
the orders of court touching his bankruptcy.
Where*'ore he prays that he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge
Dated this 24th day of December, a. d. 1903.
Hervky A. Connors,

J

If

think best to shoot you before 1
and in the next l'ui going to desert
O
and bid you Bud me if you can. Keep
O
C&pvriuhi, is#*J, bu T. C. MciHure
a quiet tongue and don't provoke me.
I’ve felt like murdering you for the last
two mouths. Now for my story, miss.”
When Captain Trent was transferred
The girl listened. She knew nothing
from the Seventh to the Twelfth regiof military mutters. She had uever
ment and took up his quarters at Fort
heard of bulldozing and bullyragging
Conger he found that his reputation and official spite. Private Higgins took
had preceded him. He was known to up case after ease aud related incident
the rank and tile us a hard man. The after incident. Not understanding the
captain of a company is well liked or nature of things, his relation wouid not
totally disliked. Captain Trent was have madefy eh an impression upon the
but for the captain's attitude beproud of the fact that he was not only girl
fore her. He quite lost his temper and
totally disliked, but positively hated* became
profane, abusive und coarse to
by the men he had power over. It was a degree. He showed a side of his nahis nature to bulldoze and bullyrag and ture that she had never
suspected and
tyrannize.
that shocked and astonished her. I’riAt the first roll call of Company B he J vute Higgins stated his case from behad a few words to say to his new com- ginning to end. and he stated it fairly
mand. and from that time on the men aud wound up by saying:
"You see, miss, that it is a case of
knew what to expect. The old captain
military reform. Cuptain Trent felt
had kept them fairly up to discipline,
and the commander of the j>ost had not called upon to reform Company B, and
let things go at sixes and sevens, but I felt culled upon to reform him. I’ve
Captain Trent referred to his company got to desert and become an outlaw to
do it. aud I'm thinking I might as well
ns a sot of loafers and slouches who
didn’t know enough to wear their uni- go the whole way and leave him dead
forms properly.
They were a hump- behind me.”
“But you won't do that," she pleaded.
backed and lop shouldered lot; they
“You may have been wronged, but you
were lazy and shiftless; they needed a
strong hand to freshen them up. He won t do murder.'
“Then it’s owing to your own sweet
had the hand. lie would teach them
what discipline was and what soldier- self, young lady, hut God help you If
ing meant, and any sullenness or hang- you ever become the wife of such a
man.
i'll go without harming him.
ing back would be promptly punished.
Then began something akin to a reign and I'll say goodby and heaven bless
of terror for the seventy men of Com- you.”
He rode away without a look back,
pany B. Although nearly all were vetand when the echo of his horse's footerans. they drilled from morning till
night. Certain privileges enjoyed when steps had died away the captain said:
“Blanche, the man is a scoundrel and
stationed at posts in time of peace were
abolished. New rules were made and ; a liar. He told you nothing but lies.
enforced regarding this and that, and ! Von surely can’t believe him.”
She rose up and passed behind him
In a fortnight the men felt like a lot of
convicts. Cursing was a part of the and untied the knots at his wrists.
new regime.
Captain Trent was down With Ins freed hands he loosened those
under the heading of “Officer and Gen- at his ankles and rose up and said:
tleman,” and yet he was shockingly
“Blanche, tell me that you don’t beprofane and shamefully abusive. More lieve what he said. Tell me”—
“Go and resign!” she Interrupted him
punishment was inflicted in a month
than for two years before; more deser- as she turned away to mount her horse
tions took place within three months and ride back to the ranch alone.
than had been recorded for three years.
It was generally understood that the
Rnck Stairs Science.
“old man”—meaning the commander of
In the household of the late Sir Hen
the post
didn’t appreciate Captain ry Wentworth Acland, regius professor
Trent’s zeal and that he was not sup- ! of medicine at Oxford, there was so
ported by his fellow officers in his bully- much talk of natural science, particuragging, but he went ahead on his own larly at table, that even the servants
lines just the same.
theorized about it more or less proThere was enough to make the men foundly.
sullen and vengeful, and the captain
In one instance the butler gave nokept adding to it. He “broke” two tice that either he or the page boy
sergeants and three corporals and at must leave.
length, as a sort of climax, preferred
"What is the trouble?” asked the
charges against Ills orderly sergeant master. “Aren’t you well treated?”
and had him suspended from duty
I’ve nothing to complain
“Yes, sir.
The of in that way,” replied the butler, "but
while awaiting court martial.
state of affairs in Company B was
no one can tell, sir. how trying it is to
simply lamentable when Miss Blanche work all day in the pantry with a boy
Taylor and her mother arrived at a who believes the world was created in
nearby ranch owned by a son and periods when I know it was created in
brother. If Miss Blanche was not pos- days.”
itively engaged to Captain Trent they
A maid who had lived In the househad known each other for two years, hold many years did not vapor about
and there had been correspondence of the subject of general interest or try
a very
friendly nature. The arrival to discuss it in a partisan spirit. She
benefited Company B In a way—that was asked one day if she understood
is, it took the captain away from the what the professor had been telling
post much of liis time and turned his them.
thoughts into other channels. His lieu“Oh, I never thought of doing that!”
martinets nor
tenants were neither
She was questioned further, and it
bulldozers.
came out that her appreciation of the
It became the captain’s custom after table talk was impersonal.
a few days to ride over to the ranch
“I look across at the dear doctor,” she
every morning to take a long gallop said, "and I think to myself, ‘You poor
with Miss Blanche. On such occasions dear gentleman, how you are enjoying
he was attended by a private soldier yourself!’
acting as orderly. It had been Private
O’Rourke up to a certain Tuesday
Argyll and Longfollow.
morning. Then Private Higgins humThe great Duke of Argyll was visitbly followed at the regulation distance ing his son, then governor general of
O
O

may

go.

Bankrupt.
Order of Notice Thereon.
District of Maine ss.
On this 2d day of January, a. d. 1904, or
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 22d day of January,
a. d. 1904, before said court at Portland, in said
district, at 10o’clock in the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district, and that all known creditors, and other
persons in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order,
addressed to them at their places of residence
as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 2d day
of January, a. d. 1904.
James E. Hewey, Clerk.
LL. 8.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—James E. Hewey, Clerk.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Haskell, of Deer Isle,
Hancock and 8 are of1
by
mortgage deed dated September 7, a. d. 1889, and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds, book 238, page 471, conveyed to
John J. Spofford, of said Deer Isle, now deceased, a certain 1 t or parcel of land and
buildings thereon, situated in said Deer Isle
and hounded and discribed as follows, to wit:
Beginning at the shore at the southwest
corner of land formerly occupied by the late
Isaiah Pickering, and by said land north to
its northwest corner which is also a corner of
the Warren lot, so called; thence west to the
northeast corner of a lot of land formerly
owned by the late Samuel Whitmore, and by
sai t land south to the shore and by the shore
easterly to place of beginning, containing
nineteen acres, more or less, being the same
premises formerly occupied <y the late John
Hutchinson, and whereas Elleetta B. Spotadministratrix of the estate of said
ohn J. Spofford, by her deed of assignment
dated the tenth day of November, a. d. 19(fo.
and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds,
book 400, page 328, sold, assigned and conveyed to me, the undersigned, the said mortand claim
gage deed and the notes, debt
thereby secured, I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage b* reason of a breach of the same,
and publish this notice for that purpose.
Dec. 22, 1903.
Geo. M. Warren.

Joseph
in the county of
WHEREAS
his
Maine,

Jord,

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE OF MORTGAGE.
R. WHITTEN, of Ellsworth, by his
•
mortgage deed dated Jnly 18,1877, and
rudbrded in the registry of deeds of Ellsworth, county of Hancock, and State of
Maine, book 157, page 445 conveyed to Eliza A
Sargent a certain pared of real estate situty*
in Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock and
bounded as follows: Beginning a' the center
of the new road leading to Lamoine in the
line of the old stone wad; thence in said line
easterly by a lot reserved for Jonathan Robinson to a lot owned by John A. Hale; then.ee
southerly in said Hale’s west line to his south
line; thence easterly in said Hale's south line
and Griffin’s south line to land formerly of
Arno Wiswell; thence southerly in said Wiswell’s west line to the old town line (so
called); thence westerly in said old town line
to the center of siid new road; seventy-one
ro<:sandsix feet to the place of begin ing;
that the said mortgage was duly assigned to
A. F. Burnham by said Eliza A. Sargent on
the 18th day of July, a. d. 1877. and record&d
in said registry, book 157, page 445, and by
said Burnham to me assigned the said mortgage premises on the 18th day of September,
a. d. 1903, and recorded
in said registry Sept.
19. 1903, book 395, page 332; and whereas the
condition of said mortgage h s been broken,
now. therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage and give this notice in compliance with toe provisions of the statutes in
such cases made and provided.
Walter H. Brooks.
Ellsworth, Dec. 18,1903.

SM.

—

without the change Deing

noneen.

n-

vate Higgins bad been Sergeant Higgins for two years before the eouilng
Then cause had
of Captain Trent.
been found for reducing him to the
ranks. On this morning the girl was
ready and waiting, and she and the
captain rode straight away and did not
draw rein until reaching the boiling
spring among the hills. Then they
dismounted for a rest, and Higgins
came forward to take care of their
horses. Even then the captain did not
It was fifteen
remark the change.
minutes later, as he sat with his back
to a rock and smoking a cigar, that
Private Higgins suddenly appeared before him with leveled revolver and
quietly said:
“Captain Trent, I have a bit of business with you, and if you raise any
row about it I’ll shoot you through
the head.”
“Is it you, Higgins?” asked the officer ns

“It’s
broke.

he turned.

sir,

of the

you
I acted as orderly today that
Give me the slightI might kill you.
You have
est excuse and I'll do It.
your revolver, but it is not loaded. I
tampered a bit with your man last
night. Now put your hands behind
you or this little lady, who is keeping
so quiet, will see a case of killing.”
Captain Trent was no coward, but
he knew when he was beaten. When
his arms were thrust behind him they
were made fast with buckskin thongs
Then his
brought for the purpose.
ankles were bound, aud Private Higgins lighted a cigar and sat down and
said to the girl, wlio lmd been so surprised and frightened that she had not
me,

one

men

laid a word:
“I beg your pardon, ndss, but there is
naught for you to fear. You see. Captain Trent aud I are both military reformists. only we go about It in a different way."
"But you don’t mean to kill him!” exclaimed the girl as she clasped her
hands.
“1 hope I shan’t have to. miss, being
I’ve got 1dm fast bound 1 think it will
be sufficient if 1 tell you what sort of a

NOTICE

FORECLOSURE.
Robert Corbett, of
Winter
in the county of Hancock,
Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated
the 20th day of August, a. d. 1895, and recorded
in the Hancock county, Maine, registry of
deeds, book 296, page 168, convey* d to me, the
undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land,
situated in Birch Harbor, in said town of
Winter Harbor, and bounded and described
as follows, to wit:
Commencing at center of
town road leading to Winter Harbor village;
thence north two degrees west along Albert
Winslow’s west line and fence twenty-three
rods; thence west two degrees south eight
rods to stake and stones; thence south two
degree east sixteen rods to center of town
road; thence along said town road southeasterly to place of beginning. Containing one
acre more or less.
For further description
see Hancock SS
reg. of deeds, book 261,
page 382.
And whereas the condition of said mort
gave has been broken, now. therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof, I
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this 2d day of Januarj, a. d. 1904.
Ch C. Larkabee.

Canada, and met Longfellow In the
American poet's ancient colonial mansion at Cambridge, Mass. As they sat
together on the veranda the duke per
sistently asked the numes of the various birds he saw and beard singing in
the poet’s trees as well as of the flowers and bushes growing in his extensive and beautiful garden.
Longfellow was neither botanist nor ornithologist and did not know.
"I was surprised to find your Longfellow such an ignorant person,” said
the duke subsequently to an American

NOTICK

dav of October, a. d. 1890. and recorded in vol.
244, page 418, of the registry of deeds for Hancock couuty, Maine, conveyec to me, the undersigned, a cctain lot or parcel of land situated in Ellsworth, beginning at the south
side of "Church St.” nearly abreast
of
Thomas Ford’s house at a stake ami iron bolt;
thence S. 42* E. eight rods to a stake; thence
easterly four rods to a stake ab east of Gorman’s barn; theuce parallel to the first course
eight rods to Church street; thence wt slerly
on said Chureh street to the place of beginning, containi g thirty-two square rods also
the right of way in common with myself
southerly from said 1 t of thirty-1 o rocs between Gorman’s buildings and D
H. Eppes
homestead to Union 8t.. said right of way
being twenty-two feet wide.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now, therefore, by reasou of
the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Gsorub H. Wasson.
Dated this 19th day of December, a. d. 190ft.

of the birds and flowers to be heard
and seen in his own garden.”
“May I ask how many languages you
speak?” the American asked.
“Certainly, but one.”
“Mr. Longfellow." was the answer,
“speaks six and translates freely from
almost all the languages of Europe.”—
Criterion.
She

Wan -Thankful.*’

beaming

countenance

triumphantly

ex-

claimed. “Well. Brother Mose. I liain't
got but two teeth; but, thank God, they

hit!”—Llpplncott's.

subscriber residing out of the State of
at Newton, Middlesex
to wit:
state of Massachusetts, herebv gives
notice that he has been duly appointed administrator with the will annexed of the estate not already administered of Samuel K.
Whiting, late of Ellsworth, in the county of
Haucock. deceased, and given bonds a- the
law directs, and that he has appointed Hannibal E. Hamlin, of said Ellswirth. his agent
in said State of Maine
All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same from settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Edward B. Bowen,
December 28,1903.
Adm. d. b. n.

THEMaine,
county,
|

Wliy

OF FORECXOSURK.

"\V7’HEREAS Martha L. Lamson by her
VV
mortgage deed dated the seventeenth

acquaintance.
“Indeed! Pray, on what subject?”
“Why, he could not tell me the names

A camp meeting was in progress in
the wire grass region of Georgia. The
afternoon service was conducted by
Unde Mose Bradford, an exhorter of
deep piety, but entirely innocent of
He took for his text
book learning.
on this occasion the words of St. Paul,
'For I have learned in whatsoever state
I am therewith to be content.”
After talking about fifteen minutes
on the beauty of contentment from a
Christian's point of view he suddenly
Innounced that he was going to "throw
fhe meeting open.” His Invitation was.
“If you've got anything to be thankful
git up and say so.”
One after another rose nnd spoke of
peace and contentment under circurnatnnces that seemed impossible, judged
from a worldly standpoint. Some said
they were thankful for things they had
missed, and at last an old lady arose,
pushed back her sunbonnet and with a

OF

WHEREAS
Harboi,
State of

|

subscriber, Henry M. Hall, of Ellsworth, Hancock county, Maine, hereby
gives notice that he has been duly7 appointed

THE

administrator de bonis non of the estate of
George A, Young, late of Brooklyn, in the
county of Kings, state of New York, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immeHenry M. Hau.
diately.
December 1,1903.

Many advertisers forget that advertising space in a newspaper is valued according to the circulation of that paper
Advertising space in a journal without
circulation is dear at any p rice the pub
Without circulation
may demand.
there oan be no results, and without re
suits the money which the advertiser in
i«
vests
lost.
Leaven worth
Kansan
Times.

Usher

—

1
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Harvey Puilhpa left for New York Friday evening.
Nancy Whittaker,

•**■»

who Is

visiting

Smith’*, is seriously ill.

at R. C.

who is

working at
McCauley,
Hyde’s Point, was hurt a few days ago
by beiug thrown from a logging sled.
William

*««

other p*g<u

|

;

C. L. Smith leaves to-morrow with his
team for Milo, where he has work for the
winter hauling spool-wood for F. W.
Hamlin.

NEW

HALL

TOWN

The dedication and
hall

town

new

decided

success.

The hall, which has been built at great
expense, '.a one that the town should be
decided to

partly

It is

prouu of.

name

it

Hammoud hail.
hall

The

BLUEHILL.
L. Mason has been confined to

stage
senting a parlor

beautifully lighted, and
were very fine, reprecredit is

Much

scene.

due the orchestra for the tine music.
The grand march began about 9,

with

Marcia Young returned to Everett, Mass., Saturday. She was accompanied by Mrs. A. E. Wooster, who will
spend the winter iu Waltham, with her
daughter Bertha.
The steamship “Minuatonka” arrived
in New York, Jan. 1, ninety days from San
Francisco. Albert Haven, of this place,

supper was served by
sixty couples.
the Masons in their banquet ball in the
Tracy & Bunker block, and they did
The dance
themselves proud as waiters.
continued until the small hours of the

made the voyage to San Francisco
and other Pacific ports and back to New

The installation of Ruble chapter, No.
31,0. E. S., was held iu Masonic hail

Miss

has

A

morning,

and

O.

a

pleasant

very

time

was re-

INSTALLATION.

S.

E

Frank

tbe house with the measles.

Hinckley went to Portland Saturday to attend a business college.
Since Friday evening, Jan. 1, the mercury has been from 6 to 14 degrees below
Max

John M. Merrill, who has been In poor
for some time, was taken with
pneumonia last week and died Sunday
Hie grandson, Tom
morning, Jan. 4
Hinckley, who has been ill three weeks, is
health

slowly improving.
O. A. R.

on

the

The San

“Minnetonka”.

INSTALLATION.

officers of James A. Garfield poet
were installed by F. M. Howe, Saturday
evening, Jan. 2. The members of tbe
American
United
Junior
Order of
Mechanics and the Daughters of Liberty

accepted

invitation to attend the in-

an

stallation ceremony.
The ladies of the relief

Dec. 28.

of

Francisco

served at the close of the

FRANKLIN

C.

Mrs. Emma

SEAL HARBOR.

officiating.
S.

Trouble Makes You

'Miserable.

who reads the' newsknow of the wonderful
cures
made
by Dr.
Kilmer’s Swamp-Root,
the great kidney, liver
and biadder remedy.
It is the great medical triumph of the nineteenth century; discovered alter years of
scientific research by
Dr. Kilmer, the emi-

everybody
to

der 'specialist, and is
wonderfully successful in' promptly curing
lame back, kidney, bladder, uric acid troubles and Bright's Disease, which is the worst
form of kidney trouble.
Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp-Root is not recommendedforeverythingbut if you have kidney, liver or bladder trouble it will be found
just the remedy you need. It has been tested
In so many ways, in hospital work, in
private
practice, among the helpless too poor to purchase relief and has proved so successtui in
every case that a special arrangement has
been made by which all readers of this
paper
who have not already tried it, may have a
bottle
sent
free
also
sample
a book
by mail,
telling more about Swamp-Root and how to
find out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
When writing mention reading this
generous
offer in this paper and
fC'K*'
send your address to
Dr. Kilmer & Co..Binghamton, N. Y. The'
regular fifty cent and Home of s.-amu-Root
dollar sizes are sold by all good
druggists.
Don't make any mistake, nut remember the
name, Swamp-Root, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root,
and the address, Binghamton, N, Y., on every
bottle.

G.

A.

PARCHER,

APOTHECARY.
Ellsworth,

pond

in

at

here

was

Stanley, who has
pneumonia, is improving.

A VENERABLE
CURED BY

Mrs. Melvin Mctiown,
with pneumonia, la gaining slowly.
with the grip,

ill

wife, who have

Howard McOown and
been ill

on

are

be out.

able to

Pc-ru-na is a Catarrhal Tonic
Cspecia!!y Adapted to the Defining Powers of Old Age.

Alvin Maddocks went to Bar Harbor
Friday on business. He returned Monday.
McGown, of Nashua, N. H., haa
his parents, Melvin McGown
and wife.
J.

A.

been

visiting

the mucous membrillea bethickened and partly lose their
function.
This lead* to partial Iona of hearing,
amell and taste, a* well a* dlj:r live disturbances.
Peruna correct* all thl* by it* specific
o|>eration on all the mucous membranes
of the body.
One bottle will convince anyone. Once
used and Pcnina Incomes a life-long
stand-by with oid and young.
In old ago

come

Vincent Carter, of Hancock Point, has
bought the Charles Hlgglna place, and
ban moved there.
8.
Jan. 4.
LAKEWOOD.
Abi Garland is seriously 111 with

Mrs.

PASTOR
PE-RU-NA,

pneumonia.
Fred W. Hollins, who spent New Year
his parents here, returned to Bangor Saturday.
Unr Hommk.
Jan. 4.
with

with

last

S. R Belyea is in Sedgwick assist-

Rev.
of

Hoyt
were

here last week.

Miss Laura Tracy has returned from
Bar Harbor, where she spent Christmas.
E. K. Gravss, of Waltham, Mass., spent
Sunday with his brother, F. S. Graves.

in

have

re-

Mrs. Sarah

a

visit

Finds

“L. F.” Medicine Indispensable

city some time agol
bought several bottles of the True
'L. F.’ Atwood's Bitters at your store and
found that it greatly benefited me. I
wish to get some more. 1 send you my
route and several addressed stamped envelopes. Please tell me where 1 can procure the medicine when I reach New
York. 1 am anxious in the matter, for it
did me more good than anything I have
ever taken and I must have several bottles right away.”
Mary Churchill
Emmett, of "Sowing the Wind" Co.
in your

—

Martha

Marshall,

a

hall

will furnish the music.*

wuo oas been in

Tisltlng her daughter, Mrs.
Ella Foster, made her son John and tarn*
ily a visit on her way home.
Erwin R. Graves, or Dorchester, Mass.,
nephew ot F. S. Graves, of this place,
He will
started last month for Europe.
make a visit iu Russia and some of the
principal cities of Europe. Before his
return be will visit Bremen,in the German
empire, the birthblace of his grandfather,
the late Dr. E. O. Bush.
Bar Hartor

who have

was

|

married to

Mrs. Warde will be missed by her many
friends here, as this was her girlhood
home, and she endeared herseli to old and
young by her kind and lovable dispo«ition. Heartfelt sympathy goes out to the

a ted

Henry Hart and two sons, of Brooks- j
ville, were beretbe past week to attend j
the funeral of George 8. Powers, who |

y Jier e/N.^Parker.

died Deo. 29.

E.

Jan. 4.
SEDGWICK.

Strong and Vigorous at the Age of
CIghty-eight.

A Bishop’s Letter.
T. II. I>>tuax, I>. D., Bishop Und Dist.
Rev. J. X. Parker, Utica, N. Y., writes: A. M. I'., of Charlotte, N, l,*., writes*,
time this winter Sunday night.
“In June, 1901,1 lost my sense of hearI recommend y*>u IVruna to all who
The smelters are doing a thriving busl- j
ing entirely.
My hearing had been want nstrengthening tonic and a very
ness on the salt pond, North Sedgwick.
somewhat impaired for several years, effective remedy for all cafarrhnl eomThe New Years ball held at Riverside :
but not so much effected but that I could plaints.**—T. If. Lomax.
hail was a decided success.
hold converse with my friends; hut in
If you do not derive prompt and satisMrs. L. J. 8ylvester and family have Juno, 1901,
iny sense of hearing left me factory result* from the uac of Pvrutu,
gone to Boston for the winter.
»•> that 1 could hear no sound w hatever. write at ouce to Dr.
llartmau, giving a
“Jake” Closson says be 1s smelting to: I was also troubled with rheumatic pains full statement of your case, and he will
in my limbs. 1 commenced taking Pe- 1»* pleoaed to give
follow the fashion, not for money. But
you his valuable ad•1nce he went through the ice to his armru na and now
my hearing U restored as \icc gratis.
pita, the boys are anxious to know if it good as it was
Address Dr. Hartman, President of
prior to June. 1901. My
was for cash, as there Is no fashion like
rheumatic pains are ail gone. I cannot .The Hartman Banitarium, Colunibu*.,
that prevelant on the salt pond.
speak too highly of iVruna, and uow i Ohio.
Jan. 4.
C.

Benjamin’s

river froze

over

for the

first j

j

|

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING CO.

—JANUARY—
CLEARANCE SALE.

JUST TO KEEP THIS HUfli
We shall offer

bargains

Overcoats and

Text of the First Crop of
Skating Fatalities.
In the first place, boys, if you have any
regard for the spark that animates, or for
your loving relatives’ feelings, do not risk

to

tlie

your lives on weak ice. Swimming under
the frozen surface of any body of water
is not always what it is “cracked up” to

Men’s Overcoats, $0
U

U

“

“

&

in

Hen’s, Boys’ and Children’s Suits,

Furnishing
move

grade,

family

her

from
a

little

Mrs.
many friends.
three weeks old.

son

G.

Jan. 4.
BARTLETT’S ISLAND.

School commenced IX>c. 28, taught by
Miss Ruby Higgins, of Mount Desert,
who also taught the fall term.

J. G. Jordan, ot Ellsworth, who is stopon the island, is in his usual good

ping

health.

Millard Bartlett has been getting firewood for David Bartlett who for
time has been in rather poor health.

some

water, is always willing to hold you fast
and prevent your rising to the surface, de

spite

Do not glide

98
(i 50
7 98
9 50
11 50
12 50
& W.

general

that the ice over
swiftly-running streams is treacherous
and to be avoided.
W hile

skating,

owners

moving

away.

Truly

are getting “small by degrees and
beautifully less”.
.B
Jan. 4.
_

The little folks love Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine
Syrup. Pleasant to take; perfectly harmless;
positive cure for coughs, colds, bronchitis,
asthma.—Adet.

mind

as soon as

remove

the homeward

ing

begin

you

your overcoat,

journey can be
danger of

comfort and without

so

to

that

made

in

contract-

cold.

If you are a novice, you must expect
many falls and to see stars that are not always in the ethereal firmament.
Everyone knows that if the girls would
do less flirting and talking and grouping

crowded lake

past two years several
places have been sold to Boston parties,
the

thickness.
bear in

should

Within

over

Ever

get warm,

come

bumps

Let

or

rivulet Ibsb unwel-

would be encountered.

the expert skater—the

remember that he should not
owns

the
ever

whole

trickster—

imagine

lake, and that
think him

be made to

He had to learn

once

upon

a

others
a

time,

hero.
as

A

line of broken lots of Men’s
Suits, regular price from §5 to £10.50;
marked to close from $3.98 to $12.
“

$10 Suits, $7.98
12
14

“

9 50
11 50
Men’s $15 Hart Shaffner <fc Marx
marked at $12 50.
“

“

Remember, this sale
shelves of goods which
Watch

our

i

bound

Men’s Braces, 2.3c quality,
We have a few of those 50c fleecelined Shirts left in large size, clos-

make

17c

29c
ing price,
Men’s heavy Jersey outside Shirts,
a
bargain at 50c, marked to close at 39c
Men’s

Negligee soft front 50c Shirts,
all sizes from 14neck to 16 kf,

Broken lots of

large

Men’s

are

grades

Hathaway

and other

of fine

Men’s Wool

39c

§1 Shirts,
Hose, 25c quality,

50<
19c

We have secured a few dozen more
of Men’s Handkerchiefs which we
shall sell
two for 5c; 30c doz
25c Neckwear in

four-in-hands and

made-up tecks,

19<

...

is not to make money, but to clean
up our counters anc
we

do not wish to carry over.

windows for bargains this month

as we

/

have

only mentioned

a

few,

he

we

all do.

Play hockey, crack the whip, skate in
pairs and fours and triplets, do all the
amusing “stunts,” but do not get
it into your cranium that the icy sheet
has an asphalt foundation or has any regard for foolish persons, whatever their
state in life.
other

Men’s Suits.

so.

that portion of the
ice has been recently cut until you have ascertained its

on a

was a

efforts to do

surface from which the

social gathering and tree
on CbriBtmas night at the home of E. C.
Robbins. All tender thanks to Rev. J. R.
Norwood, of Northeast Harbor, who so
kindly remembered us all.
There

personal

strenuous

Goods that

them this month.

$4

U

_

>

when 88 yearn old ran sav it has invgior*
my whole system. I cannot but
think, dear Doctor, that you must fool
very thankful to the all loving Father
that you have boon permitted to live,
land by your skill l>e such a blessing »s
> you have been to suffering humanity.*•
—Rev. .1. N. Parker.

George McKinnon, of Castiue, Dec. 28.
by Rev. John Lawrence.
4

SEASONABLE TALK WITH BOYS

Upon

»

M

Thompson

Louise

“
JO
“
12
be, and those who are saved after break
<<
«
a
1,1
ing through it are among the precious
«
i(
((
1£J
few.
Do not imagine that because the place
William Miles was called to Whitman,
These prices include our R. S.
Mass., recently by the death of bis daugh- is known to be shallow there is no dan-i
brand and everything in the Hart Shaffner
Mrs. Miles ger. Kemember that mud, sometimes sevter Mrs. May Estelle Warde.
has been with her daughter several weeks. eral feet deep under the sbalow bodies of & Marx lines.

we

The Ellsworth American
[The only county paper.]

prtzeJbal! and supper at
on Thursday evening,
Monaghan’s band, of Ellsworth,

Jan. 7.

in

the former

So Certain, Safe and Reliable that No
Other Mediolne Can Take Its Place

H.

There will be

Martin, who is attending
Bar Harbor, is visiting bis
parents, Alex. Martin and wife.
Mrs.

Miss

baby boy arrived at tbe borne of Mr.
Harry Haynes Dec. 27.

tbe masonic

Charles

school

Warde left

Mary Churchill Emmett
The Talented Actress
the

Mary B. Somes is visiting Mrs. J.
of Brewer.

SOMESVILLE.

Phillips.

wife,

Hardy, jr.

Letbiecq,

Jan. 5.

and daughter, of
recently to his sister,

bereaved husband and to her immediate

Maine

Miss

thus far.

Boston and vi-

and

Bjston the past month, are home.
At the shooting match here New Years
Day, the goose wan won by George C.

Une Femme.

cinity.
Benjamin Eidridge
Brewer, made

Wellington Torrey
been in

Your correspondent received a cocoanut
Jan. 4, just as it was picked from tbe tree
at Palm Beacb, Florida. Tbe day it arrived was tbe coldest day of tbe winter

visit to his

visit

Frank Howard arrived home from New
York last week.

Mi*s Alice Miuturn, of Trenton, visited
S. Brown a few days last week.

Golden has returned to Danwoods, after a brief

a

NORTH DEER ISLE.
daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Davis Weed December 22.
A

Mrs. W.

forth to work in the

turned from

meet-

school commenced Jan. 4.

A

Walker and wife.

family here.
George L. Stewart and wife

of

.Mrs. Flora Gregory, with her nefee,
Lucy Gatchell, of Bar Harbor, visited
relatives here recently.

ami Mrs.

Tracy is spending a few
Hancock, the guest of Percy

Samuel

series

High
A.

Miss Laura

days in

a

RIVER.

Capt. John Whitmore is til with puemonla.

MOUNT DESERT.

Adelbert Richardson

Stevens and

S. Drew in

MOUTH OF THE

ill

beeu

Miss Abble

East brook

week.

Joy,

salt

the

on

Miss Carrie Nutter, who has been visiting frieuds in Surry, is home.

business.

WITH A LAME BACK ?

sure

the sick list.

David L. Tenney, of Bayside,
was

smelting
.North Sedgwick.

Bert Anderson is
on

illness.

recently.
A. E. Tracy

Saturday.

Somerville

ROAD.

iB

Hancock, is hauling: ing Rev. £.
ings.
wood for his father, G. L. Joy.
Jan 4.
H. B. Phillips was here recently on

DO YOU GET UP

Almost
papers is

by

Madison

albberttsaumts.

Udney

bouse

McKay

Henry Butler is confined to the

Mrs.

Miss Dora Smallidge were married and New Years Eve at
the bride’s home, Rev. Miles Heminwav
Earnest Atwood and

Jan. 4.

Newport, called

Friday.

Dec.

Supper
meeting.

Jan. 5.

George Oner, of
friends here

The

corps served
in their hall. Comrade Wescott’s
supper
Examiner,
The following officers were installed by
clam chowder was first-class, as usual.
25, reports the safe arrival at that port of Past Patron A. E. Small, with Cora GupThe following were installed as officers
the American Hawaiian steam-freighter tiil installing marshal:
W. M., Alice
for the ensuing year: Commander, Rodfrom
New
“Oregon iau”, fifty-five days
Hooper; W. P., Harry Hooper; A. M
8. Osgood; 8. V. C., Daniel Qrtndie;
Jessie ney
York, being one of the fastest voyages Lillian Harringtou;
secretary,
Herrick; adjutant,
J. V. C., Haske 1
ever made between those two ports by a
Small; treasurer, Aldana Frazier; con- Sewali P. Snowman; assistant
adjutant,
Freeman
ship of the ‘‘OregamaV’ class.
ductor, Delia Baker; A. conductor, Belle
G. W. Butler; Q. M.. J. H. Morse; assistWhite, son of Mrs. Della Kelley, of this Hamilton;
Cora
Guplill; ant
chaplain,
Q M., 8. B. Weacott; chaplain, A. C.
place, is one of the crew of the “Oregon- marshal, Rosa Farrar;
warden, Abbie
Stevens; O. D., A C. Oigood; O. G., F. M.
ian”.
Norris; sentinel, W. W. Sumner; organist, Rowe.
W.
Jan. 4.
Geneva Stevens; Adah, Eileu Roberts;
M.
Jan. 5.
Knth, Cora Roberts; Esta, Leoa Joy;
PROSPECT HARBOR.
Martha, Viuia Farrar; Electa, Helen
SOUTHWEST HAKBOR.
Dr. L. L. Larrabae left Monday for
Jordan.
CARROLL-KITTREIXJK.
Ptinceton to fill engagements.
A short programme was carried out. A
A pleasant Lome wedding look place at
Miss Margaret Moore is having a few
banquet followed with a social evening tbe house of Mrs. Jacob W. Carroll, Wedweeks vacation at home from ber school Rubie
chapter is iu a nourishing condi- nesday evening, Dei. 30, when her daughduties in Winter Harbor.
tion, and it is hoped that it will continue ter, Sarah Tenney, was married to WIlford
F. P. Larrabee It ft this morning for for many years.
Howard Kiitredge, of Bass Harb r. Rev.
Philadelphia to resume his studies at
Dean A Waiker officiating.
RESOLUTIONS.
Jefferson medical college.
The quiet, sweet dignity of t e bride
Whereat, It has pleased the Great CommanHandsome
E. F. Ray left Friday to join a party gowas felt by all present.
pieces
to
our
beloved
last
roll-call
to
sound
the
der
ing into the woods in the vicinity of Ma- comrade, Preston GupUll, and call him from of silver and other useful and ornamental
ch as, where be will drive a team.
gifts were a tribute of friends who desired
our ranks, be it therefore
C. C. Hutchings and wife entertained
Resolved, That D. JL Weare post has lost a share in adorning their future home.
with pit Tuesday evening. Mieses Wil- one oi lt» most respected comrades, one wue bv After the ceremony, refreshments were
his uprightness and integrity had been a great served, and a social hour of music and
son and Dresser were in the party.
help to our order.
conversation enjoyed.
Several from here attended the dedicaheartfelt
That we extend our
Resolved,
The bridal couple drove to Bar Harbor
tion of the new town hall in Winter Harsympathy to his widow and family, and comthe next morning en route to Bangor to
bor, New Years Eve. All report a good mend them to the care of Him who doetb all
spend a week at the groom's sister, Mrs.
time.
things well.
Resolved, That our charter be draped In Stanley J. Heath.
The pupils of the grammar school celeMr* and Mrs. Kittredge carry with them
mourning for thirty days, and a copy of thesebrated New Years Da} by presenting their
resolutions be entered on the record* of Post the g od wishes of their many friends.
teacher. Miss Marion Wilson, with a 89, and a
D. A. W.
copy be sent to tee Bar Harbor Record
Jan. 4.
handsome copy of Longfellow’s cdHiplete and Ellsworth American for
publication.
J.J Huberts, commander,
poetical works.
BROOKL1N.
ELbKlbCE Stevens, J. V. commander,
Several belonging to Cushman grange
Wilmont Kane is ill with lung fever.
A. J. Fetter, adjutaut,
attended the special meeting in Goulds*
Committee on resolutions.
Henry Nutter was in Surry last week.
boro on Friday evening, when they bad
K.
Jan. 5.
Bert Marks and <.la mother came from
their annual iostallaton.
was
York

Mary Moore is with Howard Me

Mr*.

who has been

zero.

was

effects

the

othtr page*

*ee

Gown and wife.

DEDICATED.
bail given in the

a

was

County iVewt

»or additional

WINTER HARBOR.

SOUTH HANCOCK.

M

County tfeir*,

Additional

aobmiBfmrme.

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

COUNTY NEWS.

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING CO.
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